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Deals with controversy

Group fosters bad image
Editor'! Note: This Is the second In a
three-part aeries concerning controversial organizations on campus.
by Mary Gibson
reporter

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Foreign Sounds

Mark Knapp, a freshman R-TV-F major, listens intently to a tape explaining the fundamentals of speaking
Spanish. Knapp Is using the newly renovated language lab center located in University Hall. This facility allows
30 more students access to the already existing 55 language listening booths. The service Is free and open to
any registered student at the University.

Women for Women is an organization often thought and spoken of in
less than attractive terms, according
to Margaret Weinberger, coordinator
of the University Women's Center.
Weinberger said she is not very
hopeful about changing the organization's image to something more positive in the near future.
When asked about the image problem Women for Women encounters,
Weinberger and Risa Buck, a member of the ad hoc committee, both said
they think people feel threatened by
the organization and issues it deals
with.
"Some people just don't agree with
us," Weinberger said. "We acknowledge lesbianism as a valid life style,
and some people don't agree."
Buck added that too many people
consider violence against women a
joke rather than something to be
taken seriously.
Janice Knight, graduate student in
philosophy and a new member of the
organization, said another part of the
image problem comes from the
group's dealings with controversial
issues.
"WE TAKE off the kid gloves about
topics people don't want to deal with,"
she said.

Frances Perry, former faculty advisor to Women for Women, agreed.
"Anytime you deal with issues that
people don't agree with it's going to be
controversial, she said.
Weinberger said if gaining a better
image means giving up what the
organization does now, they will not
doit.
"If you're just trying to please
someone you're not going to get very
far," she said.
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Women for Women has no hierarchical stucture, Weinberger said. It
has no president, vice president or
officers. The organization used to
consist of a steering committee and
individual task forces on particular
issues. According to Weinberger, this
made it hard for new women to get
involved in the organization.
Because of this, she said the steering committee has been eliminated
and the present arrangement consists
of an ad hoc committee and a planning collective. Four women comprise the ad hoc committee, whose
membership changes monthly. The
planning collective meets once a
month and is responsible for planning
programs and new activities for the
next month.

ACCORDING TO Weinberger the
planning collective adds more cobesiveness to the organization that was
not provided by the steering committee.
"Different people get ideas (at the
planning collective) and are able to
<ake the initiative to put those ideas
into action," Buck said. She added
that it is easier to get input from
others at this type of session.
Support groups branch off from the
main planning collective. People discover they have a «imii«r interest or
problem and continue to meet as a
group to discuss it.
Dan Elsbrock, a senior liberal studies major, said he felt he should take a
harder look at feminism as a growing
movement, and with Weinberger's
help he started a men's consciousness-raising group.
Although the men's group is not
officially a part of Women for Women,
he said "we have a relationship of
recognition."
Buck said men go to the Women for
Women meetings, too.
"They support us but they don't do
a lot of things with us," she said.
Services offered by Women for
Women include a resource library,
which houses an assortment of women's journals and periodicals, information files on different issues and
past programs, referrals to community resources and a monthly newsletter, which can be obtained through
the Women's Center in the Student
Service's building.

Proposed code changes will not affect city much
Editors note: This is the third in a
four-part series w the proposed
changes of the student legal code.
by Carolyn Van Schalk
staff reporter

relevant to the city is Section III.,
regarding students' off-campus activity. Section m.B.l of the proposed
student code now states that referral
of cases involving city violatons will
be handled as follows:

As discussion regarding the future
of the proposed revised student code
continues, city officals said if the code
is changed it will have little, if any,
effect on the city, according to Ken
Schauweker, Clerk of Courts for the
Bowling Green Municipal Court.
The section of the student code

"Students who violate the law in the
course of their off-campus activities
will incur penalises prescribed by
civil authorities - but university authority will never be used to merely
duplicate the functions of general
law."
AS FAR as the city is concerned,

Schauweker said the changes would
have little, if any effect on the court's
revenue.
"Our jurisdiction is not just over
Bowling Green; the city alone is not
our main source of revenue," be said.

( Student P
J Code )
City Attorney Patrick Crowley also
said revenues would not be harmed

substantially should the code be
changed.
"Impact on the court costs are
negligible," Crowley said. He added
that of the 11,000 criminal cases filed
with the courts, most are traffic violations such as speeding and DWI (driving while intoxicated), and the
revenue from these is not a substantial amount.
"I really don't like to comment until
I have looked at all the proposals and
papers," he said, "yet I really think
there will be very little effect since

most cases will probably end up going
through the courts anyway."
Schauweker, who keeps track of the
court docket and records all cases,
explained thst the municipal court
has county-wide jurisdiction over 17
townships.

the massacre and it would not deal
with actions of others. But it said the
ertial responsibility of others "perps should be clarified in another
framework."
In a section entitled "Indirect Responsibility," the commission said
Israel repeatedly appealed to the
United States "to use its influence to
get the Lebanese army to fulfill the
function of maintaining peace and
order in west Beirut," but the Americans refused.
It also found fault with "the hasty
evacuation" of the multinational

peace force from Beirut after the
withdrawal of the Palestine Liberation Organization from its strongholds in the Lebanese capital. The
U.S. Marines were one of the three
contingents in the peace force.
THE PEACE-KEEPING forces
were withdrawn, but were sent back
to Beirut after the massacre that was
blamed on Lebanese Christian militiamen who the Israelis allowed into
the camps to root out PLO guerrillas.
In Washington, State Department
spokesman Alan Romberg declined

Committee reviews proposals

Faculty to discuss charter
by Laurie Madden
staff reporter

Faculty forums will be taking place
during the next two weeks to get more
input Tor the University Charter Revision Committee.
"This is an opportunity for us to
receive informal lmput from the faculty," Dr. Betty van der Smlssen.
chair of the committee and director of
the school of health, physical education and recreation, said.
The committee was let up to study
charter revisions recommended by
University President Paul Olscamp.
It is comprised of faculty, undergraduates and graduate representatives.
Olscamp recommended three major charter revisions for committee
consideration. The first recommendation was to establish Faculty Senate
as the chief curricular body of the
University. This would incorporate
Academic Council as a standing committee of the Faculty Senate.
Olscamp also recommended a separation of University governance
procedures, terms ana conditions of
employment and policies and procedures. Olscamp suggested the revised

charter deal only with University
governance matters.
OLSCAMP SUGGESTED a faculty
handbook be developed to deal with
personnel matters and a policies and
procedures manual be set up to clarify matters dealing with University
policies.
The final major recommendation
would specify the procedures to be
followed in processing recommendations from Faculty Senate to the President. This would enhance senate
authority and diminish the administration's authority, Olscamp said.
The charter revision committee is
carefully reviewing each of Olscamp's recommendations, van der
Smlssen said.
"We are not merely reviewing his
proposals; we are looking in light of
his suggested principals/' she said.
"We must maintain the rights of the
faculty and faculty involvement in
government."
To help review the recommendations the committee has set up two
subcommittees. The academic proros subcommitte is studying charrevisions involving approval of
academic programs, including the

functions of Academic Council, the
Academic Policies Committee of the
Faculty Senate and the Graduate
Council.
THE FACULTY handbook subcommittee is considering revisions relating to faculty employment, the
suggested integration of personnel
matters into a faculty handbook and
the process for modification of the
employment-related conditions.
Following the faculty forums, hearings on actual proposals for revision
wfu takepUce. These hearings will be
open to the entire University community, van der Smltsen said.
These forums, hearings and Faculty Senate discussions wul take place
over the next six weeks. The senate
will vote on a final document at its
April 5 meeting.
Prior to this, van der Smissen said,
the committee will negotiate changes
with Olscamp. "We want to give the
president opportunity for input as
weU as the faculty."
If approved, the charter will be
presented to the Board of Trustees at
its May meeting.

comment on the commission's discussion of the U.S. role.
At one point the report quoted Maj.
Gen. Armr Drory, overall commander
of Israeli forces in Lebanon, as implying the Lebanese army needed permission from special U.S. envoy
Morris Draper to deploy their forces
in the refugee camps.
The Christian militiamen - Israeli
allies - are accused of killing hundreds of Palestinian civilians in the
camps Sept. 18-18, two days after the
assassination of Christian Presidentelect Bashir Gemayel.

Draper was in Beirut to arrange
negotiations for the withdrawal of
Israeli, Syrian and PLO forces from
Lebanon.
The commission's report quoted
Drory as appealing one last time to
the commander of the Lebanese army
to intervene Friday morning, Sept. 17.
That was the day after the Christian
militiamen moved into the camps on
Israel's orders to carry out a clean-up
operation against guerrillas - an operation Israel had hoped the Lebanese
army would handle.

Rescue bill still shakey
WASHINGTON (AP) - A House
subcommittee wound up its hearings
on the Social Security rescue bill
yesterday, but a Democratic leader
cautioned that the $168 billion package to save the benefit system from
default still was not assured of passage.
Despite an accelerated legislative
pace, House Democratic Whip
Thomas S. Foley of Washington told
reporters, "I don't think the matter is
all wrapped up, packaged and delivered."
A House Ways and Means subcommittee was waning for a revised forecast from the Social Security
Administration on the system's outlook for the rest of this decade.
Rep. J.J. Pickle, D-Texas, chairman of the Social Security subcommittee, has said he is worried the
bailout plan - which would save the
system $168 billion over seven years
and wipe out two-thirds of its long-run
deficit - might still leave the system
vulnerable to a shortfall in the mid1980s.
Several witnesses before the subcommittee also warned that calculations on Social Security's debts did not
tell the full extent of the system's
financial troubles.
MEANWHILE, the top Republican
on the House Ways and Means Com-

"In the long run, I feel that the
changes will benefit the students," be
said, adding that he receives a number of calls from businesses inquiring
about past criminal habits of prospective employees.

BOWLING GREEN Police Chief
Galen Ash said he does not forsee
"I don't see any big significant
problems should the new code be
adopted and said the new code could change," Ash added. "I see it (the
help students. Should it be revised, he proposed code change) as a tool to
said, students picked up by city police help the community, he said.

Israelis say U.S. bears 'indirect' blame
JERUSALEM (AP) - The Israeli report on the Beirut massacre concluded the United States could bear
part of the blame for the slaughter
because the Americans refused to
persuade the Lebanese army to mop
up Palestinian resistance in the refugee camps.
References to the U.S. role in events
leading to the massacre are scattered
. i the 108-page report released
ay by the inquiry commission,
but the criticisms are muted.
The commission said its job was to
investigate Israel's behavior during

for minor violations of the law, will
not be strapped with a criminal record.

mittee, Rep. Barber B. Conable Jr. of
New York, said an intense lobbying
campaign by federal workers' unions
against covering new federal employees under Social Security may have
backfired.
"The average American is now
made more aware that federal employees are not covered and the average American is very annoyed by it,"
Conable said. "Americans are wondering why the people who make the
decisions (about Social Security)
don't have to pay."
The Ways and Means subcommittee
was told by Edwin Hustead, former
chief actuary for the civil service
retirement system, that keeping new
federal employees out of that system
would not affect its unfunded liability
of $538 billion.
But Hustead said without new employees entering the plan, the $100
billion civil service retirement fund
would run dry in 20 to 25 years "although benefits will be paid for over
75 years."
He said Congress should consider
accelerating its payments to the retirement system to keep it going.
NEARLY four dozen other witnesses were testifying in the final
hearing, including Gerald D. Facciani
of Cleveland, representing the
see SOCIAL page 4
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Signs jumbled
BATESVILLE, Ark. (AP) - Folks
who live on Meadowlark Street in
this north-central Arkansas community also live on Cardinal Street.
And in a way, they live on Glynn
Street as well.
The confusion began in 1976 when
the City Council decided to clear up
a problem over Glynn Street and
Lynn Street, which were only a
block apart. To further complicate
matters, there was also a Glenn
Street in another part of town.
The council decided Glynn Street
should be called Cardinal Street
and Lynn Street should be known
as Meadowlark Street. But when
the streets signs went up, the
Meadowlark signs were placed on
Glynn (aka Cardinal) Street, and
no signs at all went up on Lynn
(aka Meadowlark) Street.
The error surfaced recently
when the city began ordering new
street signs, and it also developed
that the residents of what was
legally Cardinal Street were getting mail addressed to Meadowlark
Street.
The council agreed Tuesday to
leave well enough alone, officially
designating Cardinal Street as
Meadowlark Street. Lynn Street,
meanwhile, will become the new
Cardinal Street.

Weather
Mostly cloudy today with high 25 to
30. Twenty percent chance of snow.
Low tonight between 15 and 20.

Inside
- BG Falcons drop an 88-7» shootout to the Toledo Rockets. See page
- Fill out the BG News Musk
Survey. See page I.
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Legal Services must
have student support
For a long time students have complained that USG is
ineffective and does very little work for the students.
However, the recent Student Legal Service proposal
should lay this myth to rest for good.
The proposed Student Legal Services is the best
project USG has proposed in recent memory. It will fill
a real void on this campus and has the support of every
major student group on campus.
The proposal is the result of much hard work on the
part of USG and other groups. It is both professional and
realistic. Passage of the proposal by the Board of
Trustees will represent a great step toward insuring
that students are able to exercise their legal rights.
Yet, passage of the proposal is by no means assured.
There must be an expression of widespread student
support before this will happen. The tables have finally
been turned, USG has done their part and now it's time
for the students to act.
Apathy has long plagued the student body of this
campus. It seems that those who complain most about
the inactivity of USG and other student groups are the
last ones to get involved - if indeed they ever do.
Hopefully, the student legal service will be the program
to break this trend. If the trend is not broken, we will
lose a fine program.
USG has placed petitions at locations all around
campus. The very least a student can do is to sign one of
these petitions. Students who take their responsibilities
a bit more seriously should attend the Board of Trustees
meeting. The meeting is Friday at 10 a.m. in the McFall
Center Assembly Room. A large show of student support for the Student Legal Services at this meeting
would be the most effective demonstration for the
Board.
The News wholly supports the Student Legal Services
and strongly urges all students to show their support for
it.

Darrow trash policy
to residents
I am writing this editorial in response to a certain policy that is in
effect for Darrow Hall. Because of the
alleged misuses of the incinerator

COMMENTARY
William Higham

rooms in Darrow, the Hall Director,
Ray Bradford, has put into effect a
policy for our punishment. This newly
adopted policy calls for the locking of
all incinerator rooms in Darrow Hall.
Before I criticize the retaliatory
actions of Mr. Bradford, I think I
should explain that the incinerator
rooms have been used to the fullest by
the residents of Darrow Hall. By that
I mean that there have been times
when the trash rooms were filled with
garbage, beyond its capacity. But
whose fault is this? Ours? I don't
believe so. With about 100 students
living on each floor there is bond to
mass quantities of garbage that needs
to be disposed of, especially on the
weekends. With the insufficient facilities given to us, this problem should
have been realized long ago and then
it never would have materialized.
But the problem has materialized
and the residents of Darrow now have
to put up with the childish disciplinary
actions. It seems as though we are
children, and in order to discipline us
our parent take away our candy. And
if we are good little boys and girls, we
Bet it back. So, if the residents of
'arrow are good little boys and girls,
we get the use of our trash rooms

back. This concept is sadly mistake.
We are not children that get frightened by discipline any longer. In fact,
the only responses to this action have
been 100 percent negative. Not one
student that I have talked to respects
or fears Mr. Bradford's actions. They
are just angered at being treated like
children.
Since this policy is in effect, the
residents of Darrow have to deal with
it. Which means bringing the trash all
the way down into the tunnels. This
incovenience has not been taken
lightly, intact, the garbage just accumulates in designate areas on the
floors. I admit that this action may be
childish retaliation at Mr. Bradford,
but one childish action just may deserve another.
My main point for this editorial is to
force Mr. Bradford to understand that
we are not children. Would children
pay $4,000 a year to attend a state
university? It is highly unlikely I If
this problem wouldhave been rationally discussed and the alternatives
proposed by Mr. Bradfordand representatives from each floor, the
childish retaliations, beginning with
the locking of the trash rooms, would
never have developed. And the respect for the Darrow Hall Director
never would have been lost. I still an
wondering if Mr. Bradford walks to
the tunnels to dispose of his garbage!
I have attempted to find a solution
to this problem by contacting the
Residents Life office, which is suppose to help students with a problem
in their dorm. They managed to avoid
me long enough that I decided to write
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A personal search for black history
"Twenty cents for the Jet and 10 plays of "Cabin In the Sky," and
cents for the newspaper," I replied "Green Pastures," and we couldn't
watching his clippers playing lawn- wait for the Nat King Cole show.
mower on the man's head.
In my early life I was surrounded
by the natural beauty of Negro cul"My daddy told me to get a hair ture for school offered me only the
cut," I said reluctantly. John-the-bar- basics. The basics were, for me. sitber liked to skin your head like a ting in the sixth grade class of Miss
James E. Williamson
crystal ban.
Kaiser and having to shrink in the
"Alright sit right down, be's with ya seat when we started reading ninein a minute," he said. The minute in teenth century history. I still can see
John-the-barber's seemed like an the face of Connie Haywood, Jessie
frame, I was in a hurry to get my
hour.
Glenn and others as we saw that our
deliveries finished so I could sit in
As I sat, I listened to brown-faced only contribution was picking cotton.
John-the-barber's hair cut trailer and
men use coded woman's talk as If I I was ashamed, embarrassed and
get warm.
was a nine year-old dummy. I angry. There had to be something
Past the 'Fire Baptized' holiness
watched John-the-barber make cof- more. They then gave us George
church, my first stop was Mother
fee, dip Brutton snuff, spit in a tar- Washington Carver.
Wards' and my last was Poppa Mornished can, slurp his coffee, cut hair,
rises and Miss Cunninghams. I took
Cin delivering my Jets and Call read
& the Jet and talk about people like Not until I reached high school did I
Adam Clayton Powell like he knew discover, academically that our role
newspapers to early morning
in history was greater than that which
him personally.
folks. Miss Nancy Turner's beauty
They would talk about the South and we learned in Miss Kaiser's sixth
salon was where I could sell a few
how
it
used
to
be.
They'd
talk
about
grade class. We were finally discovextra Jets. Jets were gossip and chat*'
Lena, Satchmo, Billy and Nat and ered or shall I say, brought out of the
ter talk of flaming red lipstick. Johnthey had better not come on the radio, closet.
the-barber was right across the street
they would just croon. It was here In I was hungry and in my hunger, I
from Miss Nancy Turner's beauty
John-the-barber's that I got my orien- became a zealot. I wanted more
salon.
tation in a natural way to, at that truth: no more lies. In my zeal, I
time, Negro culture and life.
started writing under the guidance
"Hey boy," be said as I entered the
The 19S)s was a time of what I call and inspiration of Mrs. Edwards, my
antique trailer.
'Negro Pride:' you read your Jet, Call ninth grade English teacher. My first
"How much I owe ya?," he asked
It Post and Ebony- It was a time ef short story, of one hundred hand-writwith his clippers plowing down the
Negro girls in green chiffon dresses, ten pages, was called "Sabina." It
hair on one of Fourth Street Baptist
men wearin' Stetson brims, proc- was about a Negro slave girl.
church's deacons, while reaching in
pregnant brown bellies, re- The period between then and 1873
hisi |pocket.
Walking down Norval Street, 9:00
a.m., Jet magazines and Call & Post
newspapers in my delivery bag
strapped across my fourth grade
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SCU voices support of
Student Legal Services
The establishment of a Student Legal Services program at BGSU is
more than just a pretty good idea - it's
an absolute necessity.
The Student Consumer Union is
strongly endorsing the proposal, currently before the Board of Trustees,
which would provide for two full-time
attorneys that could give Bowling
Green students legal advice and representation.
Caseworkers at the Student Consumer Union often see students In a
situation where they are up against a
Bowling Green landlord or merchant
who is either an attorney or his
Immediate access to one. This i
the student at a serious disadvant
in legal situations such as
Claims court cases that involve unretumed security deposits, repair problems, or eviction proceedings. Most
students cannot easily afford the legal
representation that would be needed
in such cases.
You can show your support for
Student Legal Services by signing a
petition in your residence hall, fraternity or sorority, or in 409 Student
Services. You can also demonstrate
Cir support and concern by attendthe Board of Trustees meeting
Friday morning at 10:00 a.m. in the
McFall Center Assembly Room.
We must show the Administration
and the Board of Trustees that as
students of BGSU, we are willing to
stand up in order to have our legal
rights protected.
ErteSchuHz
Director of TORCH DMslon
Student Consumer Union

LSCI voices support of
Student Legal Services
The Latino Student Union, at this
time, would like to express their formal support of the Student Legal
Serivce. We, as an organization, were
asked to sit upon the ad hoc committee formed and given the task to draw
up and create the Student Legal Service. This opportunity allowed Latinos
to voice their beliefs, understandings
and knowledge in the largest student
proposed project ever. This legal
service will be a student legal center
operated by a board of students with
administrators and faculty members
as ex-officio members
With a service such as this, the
University will create in the minds of
prospective Latino students an atmosphere where racial injustice will not
be as large of a burden in the pursuit
of an education. This does not say that
racial injustice will no longer exist,
only that a closer watch will be applied.
Legal services are a major concern
for Latinos, not only because of the
duel cultural differences in customs
and languages, but mainly because
Latinos are soon to be the largest
single minority group in the United
States. Yet, Latinos are the most
underrepresented in numbers here at
University as well as in courts of law.
The Latino Student Union not only
advocates the Student Legal Service
for the purpose of helping Latinos but
for the entire student body. A legal
service will bring about an end to the
injustice applied to students in Bowling Green from landlords and other
disputable law enforcement techniques and ordinances. Students will
no longer enter a court with ignorance
as their only defense, due to insufficient funds for an attorney.
It is for this reason, that Friday,
Feb. 11,1983 when the Board of Trustees meets, we as students from our
organizations, seek your support
when the proposal Is presentedTask
at this time that all Latinos, as well as
the entire student body, attend this

1

whan I entered BGSU is too long a
discourse for this article but it was
here where I found Charles Chestnutt,
Arna Bontempts, William Wells
Brown, J.A. Rogers, Cush, Carter G.
Woodson, Fredrick Douglas, Garrett
A. Morgan and me.
It was through the Ethnic Studies
program, at that time, that I discovered the joy of being thirsty and
having that thirst quenched and yet I
have not reached the highest pinnacle. I love Pushkin, Dumas, Beethoven and Hobbes but I am assured of
who I am. I am that I am. It is
because of my historical, social, political and religious cognizance that
there is no compromise of dignity nor
Integrity. Because I know my history,
my genealogy, I am at peace and can
look a lie straight in the face and
prove dialecticaUy it is a lie. Black
history is not iust Black history, it is
American and international history:
it cannot be isolated.
As we celebrate Black History
month, I reflect back and thank God
for John-the-barber, Madam C.J.
Walker products, my Jet magazine
and Call & Post newspaper route.
James E. Williamson is the unit
director of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternlty.
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meeting and express your support.
So, at 10 a.m. this Friday in the
Assembly Room of McFall Center
show your support for the Student
Legal Service. If you cannot attend
the meeting make sure you sign a
petition at the Student Organizations
Office, 405 Student Services Building.
The Latino Student Union Is honored to say, Haste La Victoria! Yours
in the struggle for Student Legal
Services.
Ricky Gonzalez
Vlce-Prealdent, LSU

COCO voices support of
Student Legal Services
The Commuter Off-Campus Organization (COCO) supports the Student
Legal Services Proposal. We feel that
it will be one of the most valuable
services that we students could provide for ourselves. The $2 per semester charge is a small price to pay to
have an attoumey available for advice. Anyone who has had a landlord
problem in the past probably could
have used the advice of a lawyer.
We urge everyone, especially offcampus students, to sign a petition in
support of the Student Legal Services.
They are available in the basement of
Moseley Hall (The Commuter Center). Please sign one today!!
The Commuter Off-Campus Organization

Student Legal Service
represents campus unity
When was the last time on this
campus that the white community
joined hand-in-hand with the black
community, and those people joined
with the Latin community and the
foreign community together in a singular effort? When was the last time
every major organization on this
campus (USG, GSSTBSU. LSU, WSA,
IFC,-Panhel, COCO, SCU, Student
Court, Pro-Law Soceity. etc.) have
agreed to the necessity of a particular
proposal? The answer would be: quite
a while and it's much overdue.
What issue has such a consensus of
student support even coming from
outside of the form of both the state
and national student organizations? It
is the Student Legal Services being
proposed by the Undergraduate Student Government For a small fee of
$2 a semester, two full-time lawyers
would be at the access of every student to take care of legal needs and
advice. This proposal should have an
added appeal to anyone who has or
intends to deal with landlords here in
town, or those who wish to contest
tickets or other charges In court
Consider this: Of the $16 you would
have paid over four years, if you
sought the lawyer's services just once
in mat period, it would have paid for
itself.

Students of BGSU, FINALLY we
have an issue which is color blind and
of universal interest to the campus
community. Take a moment to examine the benefits.
1) Every student on campus would
have access to a fully competent,
practicing attorney for legal advice at
an extremely low cost.
2) The University would gain the
distinction of being an innovative
leader in this area, becoming the first
university in the state to adopt such a
program.
3) In coming together to work on
this issue, the students at BG might
just learn how to work together regardless of race or group affiliation.
4) Students have a chance here to do
something for themselves and show
the administration that we are willing
to work as a student body to enhance
the quality of life on this campus.
5) It has the potential of being a
good recruiting tool, to encourage
more students to consider BG, thus
assisting the University financially.
And Finally, it would be a valuable
educational tool helping to erase the
relative ignorance of most students as
to their legal rights. And after all,
isn't that what we are here for - to
learn?
Students, don't blow this rare and
precious opportunity to do something
as a whole student body. Show your
support for Student Legal Services by
l| signing the petitions which are
circulating around campus and 2) by
attending the Board of Trustees meeting on Friday, February 11 at 10:00
a.m. in the Assembly Room of McFall
Center for the presentation of this
proposal.
Its time we as a student body threw
off our cloak of apathy and worked
together for a better univeristy for
ourselves and our fellow students.
Michael C. Nogflla
OCMB 3922

Placement Service director
explains sign-up changes
University Placement Services has
just revised the interview sign-up
procedure in hopes that Bowling
Green students receive optimum
service. In response to student input
after sign-up on Feb. 2, the following
procedures will be effective Feb. 7,
1. Sign-up will be held on the second
floor and in the Forum of the Student
Services Building.
1 Location of the schedules will be
posted at 7 a.m. on Wednesday and 5
pjn. Thursday.
3. No pre-sign-up lists will be honored.
4. A current student identification
card is the only acceptable ID and
must be presented along with the
credential form at the time of sign-up.
5. Doors will open when the University Police feel that the size of the
crowd and/or the weather warrants
such action. (No later than 6 a.m
Wednesday.)

Jasper

These changes were made in response to student comments and
ideas. The intent is to discourage
early arrivals and long waits in subfreezing temperatures. Since schedules will not be posted until 7 a.m. and
the schedules could be on either floor,
early arrivals will have no advantage.
Proelgn-up lists will not be honored,
in a further attempt to discourage
early arrival. These changes should
prevent exposure to the weather, end
the long waits and eliminate hazardous treks across campus in the dark of
./e believe this system is the fairest
to all concerned. We are always receptive to suggestions and hope that
ri lines of communication will ease
frustrations of students seeking
employment in today's tight job market.
Jamaa L. Qalloway
Director

Presidents Day merits
closing of University
The University's decision to hold
classes on President's Day while allowing, a day off for Martin Luther
King Day greatly concerns both myself and others. There seems to be a
great injustice toward the two greatest men this country has ever known:
George Washington and Abraham
Lincoln.
George Washington is the father of
our country. He led our forces i
the British in the War of
dence. He travailed against all i
sity to transform the thirteen colonies
of Brittan into the United States of
America. Not only was he the President of the United States, but his
every action was for the good of his
country.
What about Abraham Lincoln? He
faced the greatest dilemma that has
ever plagued the USA. Civil war
threatened to tear the country apart,
but his firm belief was that ''a house
divided against itself shall not stand,"
and he succeeded in keeping the
Union and Confederate States together. His Emancipation Proclamation declared that all slaves were
free. Is be not deserving of a true
holdiay?
To be sure, Martin Luther King was
a great man. But there must be a
consistency in the prerequisites determining the relative importance of
holidays. How can it even be considered to have no classes on Reverend
King's birthday but carry on as norrnaTon the birthdays of America's
greatest Presidents? Priorities must
be set straight Either celebrate the
holidays equally or (unfortunately)
don't celebrate them at all.
RobSnyder
303 Kohl Hall
John Undbarg
Todd Klnrjery
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A fatal appointment

Donor relays eye-opening hour
by Loretta Strelffert
reporter

them when the little blood
bag was full.

I left the house Monday
morning convinced I would
never return. Ever since I
had made that fatal appointment to donate blood,
I'd heard horror stories.
"Wait until you see the
size of the needle."
"Hopefully, they'll find
your vein on the first try."
"I bet you'll pass out. I
did."
My God, if my father
had fainted (and he's a big
guy) what would happen to
petit moi?
I was terrified I would
pass out on the table and be
unable to tell them when
they had taken their pint.
What if they just keep
filling it until I was all
drained and pruney....
But it was too late to
back out. Not only had I
made the appointment, but
I also had decided to do a
story on it, pictures and
all. Oh well, maybe the
photographer could tell

BESIDES, I no longer
had my long-established
excuse of not weighing
enough, (Christmas break
took care of that). I was
beginning to avoid the
posters with the cute little
kids saying, "Thanks, you
saved my ufe."
So, propelled by goodheartedness, duty, and a
little shame and guilt, (not
necessarily in that order),
I arrived at the Union.
What a way to start a Monday, especially after I had
abstained from certain
beverages all weekend because I didn't want to give
the recipient a buzz. And
an anchovy pizza without a
beer is sheer torment.
I was registered immediately, before I could
chicken out. I didn't have a
donor card, (you mean
people do this more than
once?) and the registrars
gave me that 'Oh, a firsttimer,' line and a mys-

announetti

terious, sympathetic little
smile. They handed me a
pamphlet to read, unfortunately decorated with little
red blood drops. Now, I'm
all for PR, but there is no
way they can make a drop
of blood look happy -or
anything but foreboding.
The first step was to
have my blood tested,
which included answering
a few questions and getting
weighed. My weight came
right up to the cut-off point,
110 pounds. Lucky me.
THE NURSE, to my horror, pulled out a thing that
vaguely resembled a staple gun and put a hole in
my middle finger. Surprisingly, it didn't hurt. I had
my face all screwed up for
nothing. I reasoned that if
they could puncture a finger painlessly, maybe they
could do everything else
that way, too. Things were
looking up.
The nurse put a drop of
blood in a little vial. It
floated. I gathered that

E. Wooster@ Stale St.
353-8735

BRUNCH
10 AM-6 PM

was not desirable. She
tried again. This one sank.
Lucky me again.
I was then sent, photographer and all, to little
taDles where my temperature, blood pressure and
pulse were taken and I was
asked my medical history
(I didn't actually wish I
had had hepatitis, but the
thought did cross my
mind). I handed in my
registration papers and
was told I was accepted.
After I had a few crackers and a glass of orange
juice, I was led to a table
and given a stick to
squeeze. A nurse fastened
a tight band around each
arm to see which vein
popped up the highest (Oh
my God). She put a bloodpressure gauge on my
right arm ana told me to
lay down.
"DO YOU want me to
tell you when I'm going to
put the needle in?" she
asked. I did.
She swabbed my arm

with Iodine. "Here It
comes."
Why I expected that a
needle inserted into a vein
would hurt more than an
injection, I don't know. But
it felt like a shot, nothing
more. I had expected to
feel my "essence" draining, (like the Gelfin in
"Dark Crystal").
Once the needle was in,
it didn't hurt at all. It took
about eight minutes to collect the pint. I whiled away
the time by watching the
other donors' bags fill, (we
had a race), squeezing the
stick, and humming Gordon Lightfoot's "Blackberry Wine" (and all this
time I thought blood was
red).
The nurse disconnected
me and told me to keep my
arm up. "You just saved
someone's life,'' she said.
That thought made It all
worthwhile.
She sent me to the cookie table with instructions
to pig out, which I did (for
health reasons, of course).

BG News photo/Tim Tobin
Loretta Strelffert. a junior journalism major, gives blood at the Red Cross
blood mobile in the Grand Ballroom of the Union. The Blood Mobile will be
on campus until Friday.

They even gave me a pin
with a little smiling blood
drop.
I will be back the next
time they come. After all,
look what I gained in return for a pint of blood: two
steak dinners, (one to build

Check out these

But most important was
the feeling that I had
helped someone. Someone
out there will be walking
around with my blood in
them someday. It's a good
feeling. I wonder if they
will suddenly crave anchovies?

5CH OFF

Class offerings
*
*
*
*
*
*

up protein before I donated
and another after), a pizza
(my Italian mother said I
needed all that food for the
ordeal and I didn't disagree), an excuse to loaf
the rest of the day and the
ability to look a Red Cross
poster child in the eye.

Skin Diving
Basic Scuba
Advanced Scuba
Equipment Specialist.
Instuctor Training College
Scuba Review Course

Rny small pizza or large SUB
Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
Expires 2/28/83

Sign-ups are Going on Now !!!
For more information contact the
Student Recreation Center 372-2711

352-5166

Voted Best Pizza in B.C.
.COUPON
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

I Live Entertainment at El Dorado...
■

"Airborn

University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual educa
tion, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish Six-week session. July 4-August 12,1983
Fully accredited program.
Tuition $400 Room and
board in Mexican home,
$425

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
9:30-1:30
Come in and enjoy an evening of dining,
live entertainment and dancing.

NO COVER I

... ..

£1 Dorado

Robert I. Nugent 205

MEXICAN FOOD & DRINK

University of Arizona
Tucson 85721

1095 N. Main, B.G. 354-3531

Coming
Attractions:
Friday
2:30 to 5:30 pm
Happy Hours
in the
Falcon's Nest
(ID Reguired)
Saturday
8-12 pm
Casino
Games
Contests
Food
Entertainment
Beverages

EEO/U

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School

(602)626-4729

Start Mardi Gras right with music by

THE
CAKEWALKIN' JASS BAND

SALADS
AND BREADSPERCH

STUFFED CRAB-BROILED
STEAMED CRAB LEGS -

STEAMED MUSSELS - BAKED SCHROD

Thurs. February 10, 9-12pm
in the Falcons Nest

- CLAMS - FRIED SHRIMP - SEAFOOD
NEWBURG - CHICKEN AND SHRIMP
SAUTE-ROAST BEEF.

Every Fridoy Night, 6-10 p.m.

Food and beer served
Food Coupons can be used
to purchase food

All ages admitted
Proof of age required to
purchase beer.

^o£ix£aj^ S> VUrV.
Bowling Green

352-5211
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Communtiy gives 'gift of life' with their blood
by Colleen Carroll
reporter
Valentine's Day is just
around the corner, yet university students and faculty are giving an early
gift - a gift of fife through
blood.
The American Red
Cross Bloodmohile has re-

turned to the University
for the second of its three
annual trips. Since Feb. 7
and untiT Feb. 11, the
Grand Ballroom will be the
blood collection center
with various stations scattered about. Tending to
approximately 200 donors
each day are nurses, Red
Cross volunteers and Uni-

versity students.
Tom Kisselle, assistant
director of athletics at the
University and campus
coordinator of the bloodmobile said Tuesday that
the success of the mobile is
attributed to a variety of
factors.
"People like to help others, and the bloodmobile is

Winter
in Michigan
just flies by

for a good cause," Kisselle
said. Also, peer pressure
is influential. Someone
gives blood and then tells a
friend. This spreads the
word and draws more donors. In addition, 18 volunteers spent nine hours last
week calling previous donors for appointments."
GLADYS COOK, a Red
Cross Volunteer worker
has been with the organization for 32 years. Cook
played an important role in

Social
American Society of Pension Actuaries, who said he
believes the National Com-

Pile your friends and your family in the car. load the
snowmobiles on the trailer, and head for a place with
miles of beautiful, groomed trails and more good clean
snow and good clean fun than you'll Know what to do
with. Michigan. For snow and ski conditions, call our
24-hour toll-free number.

HJOO'248'5708

Say \fes to Michigan!

WORLD
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

establishing the Wood
County's branch bloodmobiles in 1961.
"A committee of area
doctors, nurses and community members worked
together to organize the
mobile," Cook said. "Volunteers went door to door
before the first bloodmobile looking for donors. We
asked the people to sign
cards saying they would
make an appointment to
donate when called in the

future.
"The bloodmobile has
grown and proven very
successful over the years.
The mobiles usually average 200 pints of blood a
day."
Robert Keefe, a retired
health and physical education professor, is another
active Red Cross volunteer, and has donated approximately eight gallons
of blood.
"The bloodmobiles are

mission on Social Security
Reform and Social Security's actuaries have under-

estimated Social
Security's long-range deficit.
4

WE ARE SO
PROUD YOU WERE CHOSEN
MISSB.G.S.U. YOU'RE
ALWAYS NO. 1 WITH US!
LOVE, YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS

Other pension groups index it to longevity, as a
also expressed concern majority of the reform
that the forecasts were not commission suggested.
pessimistic enough. The
The rescue plan includes
American Academy of Actuaries endorsed the com- a six-month freeze on benepromise plan, but said fits and a tax on some
Congress should raise the retirees' benefits, as well
age to 66 by 2015, then as higher payroll taxes.

The

Warrior's
Sunday, February 13
210 Math/Science
Admission $1.50
Features at: 2:00pm,4:00pm,7:00pm, 10:00pm
Sponsored by Phi Delta Theta
Proceeds to be donated to the
Severe Behavioral Handicapped
at the Children's Resource Center

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84

STRONGLY
SUPPORTS

SIGN A PETITION NOW!

seventeenth blood donation
Tuesday.
"I began giving about
four years ago when my
brother and I had a contest
to see who could get their
gallon pin first," Partelow
said. "He won,' but that
didn't matter. It makes me
feel good to know I'm helping others."
Ruth Goris, a Red Cross
volunteer from Weston
said she finds her work
very rewarding.

.from page 1

KIM PETTYS—

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

very essential and worthwhile because there is a
constant demand for
blood," Keefe said. "Following my retirement in
1978,1 decided to volunteer
my services to Red Cross
through the bloodmobiles.
I would rather work at
mobiles than knock on
doors asking for donations."
A Junior health care administration major, Michelle Partelow, made her

ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St. at South College
2 bedroom furn. apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker

Save now
during our
'A PRICE
SALE 11

The Powder Puff

$625per person per semester
Owner pays heat and water

525 Ridge St.

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-384111-3 or 354-1120
'

BGSU'S MOST EXCITING NIGHT SPOT ISN'T

PHI MCI Congratulates
Its 1983 Cabinet

IN BOWLING GREEN

IT'S AT

tOTTiWS
THURSDAY for

POUNDER NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY BUTTONS BUS
AT 8:00, 8:45, 9:30, 10:30....
See you at Buttons
*&

%
GOOD fO* THUKSOAY
ADMISSION 2-1M3 ONLY

874-2254

Asst. Social
Asst. Treasurer
Asst. Membership
1st Parties
2nd Parties
3rd Parties
Asst Phi Trainers

Tammy Cira
Barb Cogan
Susan Ousley
Wendy Kuske
Lis Fenker
Linda Nugent

Debbie Moore
Sharon Bambam
Phi Board
Michelle Burkholder
Diane Bird
Beth Hoover
Public Relations
Terry Steirer
Andi Emmerth
Jeni Long
Activities
Kim Snow
Greek Relations
Janet Franklund
Historian
Jamie Gibson
Alum Relations
Josie Parisi
Registrar
Linda Powell
Philanthropy
Tammy Gruber
Spirit
Kitty Stonebumer
Song leader
Nancy Adams
Scholarship
Nancy Hoover
Chaplain
Margy Kane
Doorkeeper
Randi Levinson
Ritual
Linda Locke
Picture Chairman
Susan Dougherty
Jr. Panhel
Melissa Cox
Fraternity Information Andi Magill
Thanks to Old Cabinet for a Great Job!
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King Henry II to appear

Theatre stages The Lion in Winter' Feb. 16-19
by Nancy Beach
feature editor

Wednesday, Feb. 16 will
be a bright spot on a cloudy
day as far as University
theater offerings are concerned. On that day, the
University Theatre Department will present
"The Lion in Winter."
Scheduled to run from
Feb. 16-19 at the Joe E.
Brown Theatre, the play is
about King Henry II of
England, his family, and
their relationships to each
other. It is set in the 12th
century in the town of
Chinon, France, at
Christmas.
Director Cindi Skunza, a
graduate assistant in theater, said she was looking
for several qualities in the
actors she chose to play
Henry, his wife, mistress
and three sons.
"I was looking for a lot
of humanness and naturalness." she said. "It is a
play about relationships
and how each of these people affect each other."
According to Skunza,
the characters in the play
love each other, but they
do not like each other and
that is what causes dissention among the members.
King Henry must decide
which of his sons will re-

ceive the crown when he
dies, and each son is competing for his father's favor.
John Rice, an English/speech teacher at
Penysburg High School,
portrays Henry II. He said
of his character; "Henry is
a chess player, only he
uses people instead of
pieces.
RICE SAID his character is a master at playing
games. He has locked his
wife Eleanor of Aquitane
in a tower to prevent her
from causing him any further trouble. However, he
lets her out on holidays to
see her children and, says
Rice, to give himself a
little intellectual stimulation. Eleanor is just as
strong and just as good at
playing games as he.
"Eleanor is very strong
and very much a queen,
said Ann Taylor, who plays
Eleanor. When not working on the play, Taylor is a
puppeteer who travels to
area elementary schools
presenting shows.
"She loves Henry, but it
is hard for them to get
along because of all the
things that have happened
to them. They just cannot
resist getting in little digs
at each other," Taylor
said.

Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels!

JACK'S
BAKERY

Their sons are often a
bone of contention for Eleanor and Henry.
Richard, the oldest, is
the warrior of the family,
but actor and fellow puppeteer Bobby Box says,
"(Richard) is held together inside by toothpicks. He's very soft
inside."
Because he is the eldest
and the bravest, Richard is
the natural choice for king,
but he is Eleanor's favorite, and this is a great sore
point for Henry.
GEOFFREY, the middle son, is the smartest of
the three sons, but he cannot be trusted by his brothers or his father.
"Geoffrey is sneaky.
He's like those posters you
see of a cougar with the
words "Trust Me" on the
top. He's always trying to
turn people against each
other. Richard is Eleanor's
favorite and (youngest
son) John is Henry's favorite, and Geoffrey feels
there is nothing left for
him," said Richard Barrows, senior theater ma-

jor, who portrays
Geoffrey.
John, the youngest son,
looks as if he is the most
likely candidate for king,
but at age 16, he is spoiled,
immature, and has not
really learned how to play
the games the others in his
family know so well.
"John may come off
seeming dumb, but he's
not. He can be very witty
when he thinks to use it,
but he's heard so much
about Richard and he's
seen how smart Geoffrey
is, and he feels his only
leverage is being the favorite," said Doug Welch,
freshman radio, television
and film major, of his
character. "Henry knows
John loves him. He is not
so sure of the other two."
The outside characters
who affect the family are
young King Philip of
France and his sister
Alais, Henry's mistress.
"ALAIS WAS sent to
Henry on the condition that.
she was to marry the next
king," said Tracey
Graver, sophomore the-

Valentine
Cards

ater major, who plays
Alais. She does not want to
marry any of the sons,
however; she wants to
marry Henry.
"I see Alais as being the
one really innocent person
in the play; she even mentions once that she feels
she is being used by everyone," Garver said.
King Philip goes to the
castle at Chinon to try and
force Henry to keep the
pact between England and
France and get Alais married to the future king.
"Philip is young, but he
is learning the games he
needs to play very
quickly," said Howie I.udwig, sophomore theater
major, of his character.
"Philip was raised to be
king. He uses people, and
he really doesn't care
about anyone."
In the end, however, for
all of their machinations,
none of the characters
really wins or loses any-

one coupon per purchase

Director Skunza said
she hopes the audience will
come away feeling sympathy for each charater and
the situations fate has
dealt them.
Skunza said she has high
hopes for audience attendance.
"A lot of people have
come and asked me if this
was the play that Katharine Hepburn did on film,
and it is," she said.
"Well, frankly, if you
miss it, it's your loss," she
said. "I think it's going to
be very good."

Don't forget Thursday*
143 E. Woorter nite

354-1001

Come Rock BG With the

Zippill Zoe

GET YOUR VALENTINE SOMETHING
SPECIAL at JEANS n" THINGS
A Red & White Surl Shin 01 Red Sweats
Thermal Underwear. Dorm Shirts.
Fannv Warmers.
T-shirts & more

With Special Guests 'The Busboys'
Presented by

Ope!' 12-5

Expires 2/12/83
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Anderson Arena Sunday March 20, 8:00PM
$8.50 Advance
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$9.50 Day of Show

Tickets on Sale at Union Box Office
Finders & The Source

1448 E. Wootter Si.
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Hour. M I HO SB * Sun. "10
Present tn.s coupon

- 50e Tacos!!

Mugs & Heanboxcs

for Guys n' Gals

Buy Two Cream Cheese
Brownies get one free

thing. At times they seem
to hate each other, and at
other times, their love for
each other comes through,
making the play a study in
human relationships.
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Sign a petition today in 405 Student Services
Also attend the Board of Trustees
Meeting tomorrow at 10:00 a.m. at
the Assembly Room - McFall Center
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USG takes stance
on revising of code

Link training program intense
by Mark Di Vlncenzo
reporter
There Is a stocky, wellkept house on Pike Street
that tends to stand out like
ketchup on pancakes.
On the roof sits a sixfoot-long bright yellow sign
with green letters, which
always seems to scream
for attention. It serves as a
beacon for scared, confused and troubled people;
a beacon not unlike the
ones in New England lightbouses - they both help to
guide lost people to safety.
In this house work students, a teacher and a retired professor, but this is
not a school. A mechanic, a
research chemist, a sales
clerk, a bookkeeper, a
housewife, a secretary, a
photographer, a grocer
and a newspaper editor
work there.

I

To top it off, all these
people share a common
interest and strive to meet
a common purpose. Still
stumped?
The house is the Link,
Wood County's only 24hour crisis intervention
center, and the people who
work there are as varied as
the problems they are
called on to help solve.
"You name 'em, and we
Eot 'em here," Robert Hepurn, executive director of
the Link, said. "And they
come from all over, too.
We've got volunteers coming in all the way from
Toledo and Findlay."

training involved before
someone can pick up a
phone and identify himself
as a Link counselor. The
Link just finished a recruitment period and the
training sessions began
last Tuesday.
So what happens at
these training sessions,
and why does the Link staff
make such a big deal out of
them?
"When there's a guy on
the other end of the
phone," Hepburn said, "
and he says he has a gun
KDinted to his head, and
e's gonna use it, well, the
counselor has got to know
what to do.

WITH THE exception of
four staff members, all
Link workers are volunteers, but a willing helper
cannot just walk in and
start working.
There's a great deal of

"That's probably why
the training program is so
extensive. You can't mess
up (in a life and death
situation), or you know
what can happen."

BLACK STUDENT
UNION
Supports

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

Although not as involved
as landing a spy job with
the CIA, the link puts its
applicants through rugged
testing, starting witn a
screening process at recruitment time.
"WE WANT to make
certain that the volunteer
has a genuine interest in
others,
Hepburn said.
"They have to care about
people who really need
help, and we can usually
tell if we have that type of
person after we screen
them."

playing situations.
Here they are taught
emergency counseling
skills and crisis intervention skills." Hepburn said.
"Basically, they are
taught how to deal with
someone in a crisis situation: what to say, what not
to say, what to ask and
what to listen for."
After that, they are ready to answer the phones
and become a valuable,
but anonymous cog in a
well-tuned, eight year-old
machine.

From there it's a detailed application form, a
personal questionnaire and
a group interview. And after all this, if the applicant
is selected, he has to catch
his breath because his apprenticeship is just beginning.

"I don't want to make
this sound phoney," Bob, a
Link volunteer, said, "but
this work really is exciting,
and I've gained a lot of
rewarding experiences
and personal growth since
I've been here.

Next comes a minimum
of 95 hours of training over
a six week period. Half of
the time is in the classroom, the other half is
work experience in role-

"The students who work
here at the Link aren't out
to pad their resumes, and
the other folks don't care
about pay. They are people
who care, but not about
themselves."

no reason (if the proposed changes were
made) for you to feel any better living off
than on."
Undergraduate Student Government last
Senators unanymously accepted the resonight passed a resolution publicly opposing lution because there was "minimal student
amending the student code and the way in input allowed in the drafting of the prowhich the amending process occurred.
posed amendments," "the students feel
Also discussed were President Paul Ols- that we should play an important role in
camp's proposal to create a deferred pay- proceedings pertinent to the welfare of
ments schedule, allowing students to students" and "the Undergraduate Student
choose between paying tuition fees at the Government offered its assistance from the
begining of each semester or to spread beginning of the proceedings."
them out in several hundred dollar payments.
The resolution concluded that "it be
The deferred payments schedule would resolved that the Undergraduate Student
be optional and would necessarily add $40 Government vehemently opposes any furannually on to the bills only of those stu- ther deliberation in such matters affecting
dents who chose to defer payment. The $40 students without direct student input."
would go toward the hiring of extra clerical
The second part of the resolution inworkers, reprogramming of University cluded only one sentence, stating opposicomputers and making up for lost interest tion to the student code revisions
the University normally would be gaining themselves: "... USG does not feel they
on the fees, USG President Everett Gal- are in the best interest of the student body,
lagher said.
(and) USG opposes the proposed changes
Last night's meeting brought together in the student code."
proposed resolutions concermng the stuSome USG members also said they feel
dent code revisions from several USG
the proposed party hotline service may
committees.
help take care of some of the problems
Vice President Mark Dolan said he views which caused the revisioning question to
the proposed changes as not in the best come about in the first place by giving
students a chance to police themselves.Six
interest of off-campus students.
"You have a separate life off campus," hundred dollars in funding for the hotline
he said. "You're more of an adult. There's was approved last night.
by Karen Sandstrom
news editor

SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS

SATURDAY NIGHT
ANNIVERSARY & VALENTINES
GALA CELEBRATION

ScentWith Love.

AT

Sign the petition now!
405 Student Services

TheftrfumeBotdeBouquet

foVdentine'sDty
No Cover for Ladies Until 11:00 PM

Here's a wonderful way to let
your Valentine know she's
very special to you. It's
Teleflora's Perfume Bottle
Bouquet. An exquisite
crystal perfume bottle '
with a heart-shaped
stopper that's delivered
with lovely Valentine
flowers. It's a gorgeous gift
she'll use and remember for
years to come.
Just call your Teleflorist and your gift will
be%cent with love. Almost anywhere in the
U.S. Ask for the Perfume Bottle Bouquet from
Teleflora. Because with Teleflora, the flowers
always come in something as pretty as the
flowers themselves.

FREE POPCORN ' FREE CARNATIONS ' FREE PRIZES
For Ladies

LETITBELOWENBRAU

TBBJPOBT
Summer Jobs

Saturday, Feb. 12 8pm-12mid
Looking for comedians for Mardi Cras
weekend. No experience necessary. Make
us laugh within one minute and win a
variety of prizes, call 2-2343 for more info.

EAST MERRY APARTMENTS
S16 E. MERRY AVE.

RIDGE STREET APARTMENTS
g j/2 mo
2 —3 man we
4 man nut

s

^ a' mo
S 500 mo.

Payable by Semester

EIGHTH

STREET

APARTMENTS

803-815 EIGHTH STREET
2 bdrm furnished and unfurnished apt
Furnished
Unfurnished

FRAZEE

$250 plus gas & elec
S225 plus gas & elec

AVENUE

APARTMENTS

624.670.656 FRAZEE AVE.
!

Furnishcu

Bdrm

2 Baths -

^ I 2 mo.

«..«««
L
MSO.OO plu.
#Wc.

DATE CORRECTION

APRIL 9

AND SUBS

I

THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE.
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

536-3701

SUBS
PIZZA
Cheese pizza
1 Item Pizza
2 Item Pizza
3 Item Pizza
Deluxe Pizza

»

I

50* OFF

Any one
Item or
0

more " Pino

NORTH END PIZZA

, FJftdencv furnished

J^LL

1^83 ^

lo $165

Unfurnished units also available

MAURER-GREEN
352 717
Eb!A£cS W„os„rS.:
a-°

^^^&S^1on-Fr^^3<^2^^5j0C^UT^Saiurda\'^

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193S
For Information About OtJior Contort
In Mor* Than 105 Major US Cltlts « Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 100-223 1712

-

•"

lr

14"

16"

2.(1
J.J5
3.(6
4.15

3.M
4.M
I.K

(.J«
(.M
6.7(
JM
(.20

7.M
(.M

4.M

(.71
(.40

♦.15
10.40

75* OFF

Any 1 Item or
more 17'Pizza
.N0tTHENp_*1ZZA_
" Thru 3/20/13

1.50 OFF

1.00 OFF

Any I Hem or
more 16" Pizza
N0RTN END PIZZA

Any 1 Item or
more 14" Pizza
NORTH END PIZZA
FREE WtlVMT -

♦.7»

Thru 2/20/13

Thru 2/20/13

S 450.00 plus elec (bMciMni)

Educational Center

*""" '

Thru 2/20/83

GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS

NOW LEASING FOR

Regular, Grinder, Ham
fi Cheese, Chicken,
Meat Ball or Hoagie
5 ,r Ml

Roast Beef. 6" 2.7S, 17' 4.50, Turkey. 6" 2.M. 12"
4.VS, Vegetarian, 6" 2.M, 17' l.M

MCAT

2 ba'hs

9 1/2 mo.

3lfeleflora

Phone 353-8381 \torldwklel>:livery

If you're tired of another ordinary summer job, come to Cedar Point where you can live,
work and play all summer with students from all across the.poyntry

560.542 FRAZEE AVE.

Furnished

Klotz Flower Farm
906 Napoleon

Wed., February 16
Thurs., February 17

FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm furnished

\MertineiDaj; Monday FebruaryR

TTFEZSTTTS1

2 bdrm apis »nh 1 baths
dish»aihcr & parKicr cti^poval
Furimned V I 2 mo $47F>/mo & electric
Payable b> S*mcM«

2 bdrm furnished
garbage disposals
utilities included

Sign up now at
Student Employment,
450 Student Services
for interviews
to be held:

B.G.'S

ArtHMP.M.

NORTH END PIZZA
3550 SECOR RD.
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH.

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

HOW.PoeRd.

Mi. 362-7734

Mon.-Thuri. 11 «.m.-12:30 p.m.,

L

Fri. A Sat 11 a.m.-1:30 a.m.,
Sun. 4 p.m.-11 p.m.
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Defense says witness lied
BATAVIA, Ohio (AP) -The
jury in the Richard Weston
multiple-murder, robbery
trial, was sequestered for
the night after three hours
of deliberations yesterday.
Judge John L. Watson
told the jury to resume
deliberations today in Clermont County Common
Pleas Court.
The defense told the jury
in final arguments Tuesday the state's murder
case against Richard
Weston is based on lies by
a key witness who hopes to
collect a reward for Weston's conviction.
Weston, 43, Brookville,
Ind., is accused of murdering Bethel fireworks
dealer Billy Stevenson and
three others, then burning
Stevenson's home in July

1981.
The state's key witness
is Janice Freeman, with
whom Weston and his girlfriend, Drucilla Merida,
lived in Milan, Ind., at they
time of the slayings.
"Without Jan Freeman,
there isn't one speck of
evidence that Dick Weston
is behind the trigger." defense attorney Carl Zugelter said in his closing
statement to the jury.
"THESE UNVERIFIED
accusations... are the evidence the state wants you
to believe. Jan Freeman
comes up as a fabricator. .. a person who has no
conscience."
The .22-caliber and .38caliber guns used to kill
Stevenson, his wife,
Lynda, their son, Billy Jr.,.

and Mrs. Stevenson's
brother, Ed Dowell, never
have been found.
Zugelter said no physical
evidence put Weston at the
murder scene. But Mrs.
Freeman testified Weston
told her about the robbery
and murders, and she said
she saw him return wearing a blood-spattered shirt
the morning after the
shootings.
The defense attorney
noted that Mrs. Freeman's
testimony about the bloody
shirt contradicted that of
another prosecution witness, a former Amelia police officer, who testified
Weston was wearing a different shirt when he was
stopped in a traffic check
shortly after the shootings.
Assistant Clermont

County prosecutor David
Feldhaus told the jury
Weston cleverly conceived
the robbery - Stevenson
was believed to have kept
up to $200,000 in his home but minor slip-ups led to
his being charged.
"What we are dealing
with here was very nearly
the perfect crime, but
some things went wrong,"
Feldhaus said. He tried to
discredit defense witnesses who testified that
Weston was in an Indiana
bar the night the Stevensons were killed.
"It was a planned operation. .. the deliberate
murder of two men, a
woman and a 5-year-old
child... alibi witnesses
who are friends of the defendant."

If you spend more than

AT A GLANCE,

"SLAVE
SALE"
STUDENTS SELLING SERVICES

COMMUTER
CENTER
11:00 -1:00

STUCAMO CLCAR GLASS
SMOLI WON LCMS *■ S Frant
.-MOTO-KOCVl
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GM recalls cars for possible defective brakes
DETROIT (AP) - General Motors Corp. said yesterday they would recall 940,000 of the 320,000 frontwheel-drive X-cars that the federal government was
investigating for possible brake defects.
GM said letters will be sent to owners of 208,0001900model Chevrolet Citation, Pontiac Phoenix, Oldsmobile Omega and Buick Skylark cars with manual

transmissions.
Also, GM will recall 32,000 1980 models with automatic transmissions built in the early 1980 model year
run, the statement said.
GM has" received several hundred complaints during the past three years from motorists who said the
cars' brakes have a tendency to lock prematurely.

Odds too great, infant dies after heart surgery
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -A 2-month-old boy whose
heart was riddled with defects died Tuesday within
three noun after a "million to one" operation to save
him, officials said.
Doctors had said Jason Leonard had a good chance
if he lived 12 hours after the surgery.

The boy's condition was "extremely rare," said Dr.
Stanley Kegel, the Garden Grove, Calif, physician who
referred him for surgery.
"We like to wait until the child is 3 or 4 to perform
the surgery, but we can't wait in this case, he said
before the operation.
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CHARITY
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Copas 1 part of international rescue program

Satellite helps rescue two sailors adrift in Atlantic
numminmnM . ass**
WASHINGTON (AP) Two young Spanish sailors
on a trans-Atlantic crossing drifted helplessly in
their disabled catamaran
in high seas and blustery
January winds. Their last
hope was an emergency
radio transmitter,
switched on when they ran
into trouble 500 miles west
of the Canary Islands.
Orbiting overhead was
Cospas 1, the Soviet search
ana rescue satellite which
locates distressed planes
and ships.
Cospas detected the signal and transmitted the
location to a ground station
in Toulouse, France. Authorities in the Canaries
were told, and a rescue
Cie was sent. It found the
t, dropped emergency
equipment and directed a

eat ... *

. .
. •
..
British cargo
to pick
up the
sailors.
"The satellite has now
been responsible for the
rescue of 16 persons in just
seven months," said Jim
Elliott, a spokesman for
the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt,
MdT
Cospas, launched last
July, is the first satellite in
a joint Soviet, U.S., Canadian and French program for a worldwide
search and rescue capability based in space. The
Goddard center administers the U.S. portion of the
effort.

BERNIE TRUDELL,
mission manager at Goddard, said the' United

**»_»__ __ a *%
4. i
States
and Canada
began
the project in 1976 to save
lives and cut the cost of
search operations. The
idea: Equip satellites with
repeaters to receive and
transmit signals from
emergency locator transmitters (ELT) that are required by law to be on all
private American and Canadian ships and planes.
France joined the program in 1977 and the Soviets in 1978. Many ships and
aircraft in Europe and a
few in the Soviet Union
also carry ELTs, whose
transmitters are activated
automatically by crash impact or by manual switch.
The Soviets are expected
to use more ELTs now that
Cospas is operating so

Under the agreement.

*!.. Soviets
—- - ■-■- will
™;it orbit
„.ki» two
*«.„
the
satellites and the United
States three, with three
more anticipated to form a
full global network by 1990.
The first U.S. search and
rescue satellite, called Sarset, is to be launched in
March.
France and Canada are
contributing ground stations and electronic equipment for the American
payload.
"We were just in the test
Ehase with the Soviet satelte last September when
we got the first payoff - it
picked up the signal from a
plane downed in the Canadian wilderness," Trudell reported.

DISPLAYING a chart of
squiggly lines - a readout
from Cospas - Trudell

rv^intosi to
(n ao curved
fwr-iroA signal
sitmal
pointed
line and said: "There is a
Cce of data that chanced
fate of three lives.
The trace of the curve
pinpointed the location of
the ELT beacon from the
crashed plane. The satellite signal had been received at a tracking station
in Ottawa, and a search
aircraft sped to the scene,
parachuting experts into
an area of 50-foot trees to
rescue the three injured
fliers.
Officials said the reason
the satellite picked up the
signal - which was missed
by an earlier search plane
- is it was high enough to
avoid interference from
the 7,000-foot-high mountains.
Later in September, Cospas detected a faint signal

(rAm another
• *iA*h*.r downed
4n».^
from
plane in Quebec, and a
rescue team hunted to the
site. One pilot had survived
toe crash; the other had
died.
The first aea reacue
credited to the satellite occurred last October when «
catamaran carrying three
Americana capsized in the
stormy Atlantic 300 miles
east of Cape Cod, Mass.
Their ELT signal was
heard by a commercial
aircraft crossing the Atlantic.

THE FEDERAL Aviation Adminiftration
passed the pilot's report to
theCoast Guard in Hew
York, which called the Air
Force Reacue Coordination Center at Scott Air
Force Base in Illinois to
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Bob Skowronek
Jeff Tennant
Del Hanes
Mike Fahrbach
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President I.F.C.
V.P. I.F.M.O.C.
Justice I.F.C.
National Field
Consultant S.A.E 'en

CARTY RENTALS
E. Wooster - Houses for 5/8 Students
E. Merry Houses for 4/5 Students
E. Merry - Apts. for 3/4 Students
1 Bedroom House & Apartments 12 month lease starting summer
Efficiency Apts. - long or short term leases

Special Summer Rates
Phone 352-7365
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THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

1

in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS
Vote on Monday, February 14 in the Union
Foyer from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. to elect four (4)
undergraduate students and one (1)
graduate student as at-large members of
ACGFA. All registered undergraduate and
graduate students are eligible to vote. Bring your BGSU I.D. and validation card.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Are Now Leasing For

SUMMER AND FALL
J

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available.
swimming pool, and all utilities
paid, except electricity
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

OFFICE HOURS:
MON-FRI 9:00-5:00
Sit. or EVENINGS by Appoiaueeet

■•■•■•■•■■■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■■■•■•a*

—CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS —
Adjacent to Sterling Milk ■ Dexters - Dorsey Drugs

WE STILL HAVE A FEW
VACANCIES FOR THE
83-84 SCHOOL YEAR!
2 Bedroom, 4 Person

ALL UTILITIES PAID
EXCEPT ELECTRIC
(heat,a/c,and hot water by gas)
Leases are for 2 semesters or 9 payments

VOTE ACGFA

Tri# initial
initial goal of the
The
program was to pinpoint a
distressed craft's location
within 10 to 12 miles, eventually reducing that to
three miles.
"With Cospas we are
well within the 10 to 12-mile
range, and frequently the
satellite locates a test
transmission within a
mile," Trudell said.
Accuracy was demonstrated in January when
Cospas picked up a signal
as ft passed over Milford,
Nil., and the Civil Air
Patrol began looking for a
downed aircraft.
Signal detectors led
them to a home, where
they found the beeping
beacon of an ELT in a
closet. The ELT, which
been removed from a
plane for a battery change,
was Just two miles from
where Cospas said it was.

Ohio manufacturing
fifth-worst nationally
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) A new study that ranked
Ohio's manufacturing climate the fifth-worst m the
nation is cause for concern, the Ohio Manufacturers' Association says.
"Any time somebody
makes a study and concludes that Ohio is 44th, I
don't think that bodes very
well for prospects for recovery in the state of
Ohio," Douglas R. Trail,
vice president of the busigroup, said WednesThe study was produced
%.,

by Alexander Grant k Co.,
a sjsjyaajej accounting firm,
in cooperation with the
Conference of State Manufacturers'Associations.

The survey ranked Ohio
44th among the 48 contiguous states and fifth among
the six Great Lakes states
of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin
and Minnesota. Only Michigan, ranked 48th, was
tower than Ohio in the region.
Ohio was ranked 34th
nationally just a year earlier.
THE STUDY ranked the
48 contiguous states based
on 22 factors in five main
categories, including state
and local government fiscal policy, state-regulated
employment costs, labor
costs, and the availability
and productivity of labor.

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

Preferred Properties Co.

835 High St. - Rental Office Phone 352-9378
Located at New Cherrywood Health Spa
Apartment Complexes
9:00 - 4:30 Monday - Friday
Hoven House- '535/mo.
Piedmonf-eth & High St.- ■375/Mol
Birchwood Ploce-650 Sixth St.- 'aDO/mo
Meodowlork-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo.
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo.
Small Bldgs.-Monville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo.
HOUSES
Features:
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space

mbatti

• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green

ELECTION NOTICE

•Two bedroom, four person
•Gas heat & all utilities
furnished except electric
•Laundry, Air Conditioning

352-7454

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES

L.

818-822 Second St.

•$530 per month

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Call 372-2601 or stop by'106 University Hall

BG

CO

nMain more
nvr* precise
—Mi— inforinfnrobtain
mation from Cospas.
Scott received" the distress signal from the satellite and" directed a Coast
Guard search aircraft and
the cutter Vigorous to
pickup the three sailors.
Last November, a 36-foot
sailboat carrying five Florida reaidents ran aground
and sank hi the dark: in the
Bfihatnai They r-^'MW a
dinghy to a nearby ship
which had run aground and
been abandoned months
earlier.
They carried their ELT
with them, and its signal
was picked up by Cospas.
A Coast Guard helicopter
was there within hours.
"They were off the
beaten path and probably
never would have been
found if it had not been for
said Goddard's

Individual leases

$615.00 per person per semester 137.00 per month per semester

MODEL Apt B-15

Open Weekdays and Saturdays 11-4 Otherwise by appointment

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

352-9302
352-7365 evenings f
■•■•■•■■■•■•■•■•■■■■■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•a**

1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished
Cablevision available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays

CNEItTWOOD HEALTH SPI
CompH»*» fodlltt** for m«n and women
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool
•Irvdoor Htrat«d Pool
•AAejloi Sauna
-Sun lamps
•Showr Mouogs)
•Nawly Built
•CompUte) Exorcise) Equipment

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA
•Frofsntionally qualified Instructor* and staff
•Outside) racrsatlon
—,.
_

•uun^/wock bor

Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished * Unfurnished

PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. 731 HIGH ST.
820 8th St.
840 8th St.
Open kVF 8-4:30
Open Sat. 12-4

M« LE1S1H FM MNM I FILL 1918
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carpated
•Food Waste Disposal-Bath and 1/2
•Qaa Heat-Landlord Pays
•Qaa Hot Water-Landlord Pays
•Gee Range-Landlord Pays
•"RESIDENT PAYS ELECTRIC (light only)"*

•SPECIAL FEATURES'
•Cablevision Available 'Patloa and Balconies
•Large Closet Space 'Soundproofing
•»or 12 Month Lease • Plenty of Ample Parking
•Laundry Facilities In Buildings

CKHTWIM

-aim SPA

t«*a»Snpt#)ij8J rftCtntfeM FOf fVWfl BWXs WOttlsJft

•Mydr^Sp. Whirlpool
■ indoor Heated Pool
•Melee Sauna
«Sun Lamps
••hewer Mnsaae
*Newly Built
•Compteta Exaraica Equipment
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA
•Profeaatonatty qualified Instructor, and staff
•OeteUe Hsereewan
•toeaaoftnaofc war

Only $375.00/month
Ph.* 352-9378
Rental Office: 835 High St.
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Strike violence down
Sniper attacks and other
acts of violence are decreasing on Ohio highways
although the strike by independent truckers continues, authorities said
yesterday.
A woman driving on Interstate 80 west of Youngstown told authorities she
escaped injury after her
car was set ablaze by a
firebomb apparently
meant for a non-striking

trucker Tuesday night,
state troopers said.
Elsewhere, two shooting
incidents and three arrests
were reported. But officials said the state's roads
generally were quieter
Tuesday night and early
yesterday than on previous
nights since the truckers'
shutdown began at 12:01
a.m. Feb. 1.
The woman's auto was
gutted by the blaze. The

State Highway Patrol was
investigating but "not calling it a firebombing yet,"
said Lt. Charles Niahwitz.
"There's a car that was
burned out. The lady
driver claims it was hit
with a bottle of flammable
liquid while she was driving at 6:44 last night,"
Nishwitz said.
Niahwitz said the woman
drove to the side of the
road and tried to douse the
fire with snow.
—wr

House delaying
vote on income
tax increase bill
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- The House delayed by
one day yesterday a vote
on Gov. Richard Celeste's
$300 million tax increase
Word that action on the
measure sought by Celeste
to balance the state's budget was postponed came
after a caucus of majority
Democrats in the lower
chamber.
Finance Chairman William Hinig, D-New Philadelphia, said the decision
stemmed from concern expressed by some legislators the House may have
been moving too fast.
"Some people had mentioned. .. that it wasn't
giving people an opportunity to review lt,,r Hinig
said.
The measure would combine a permanent 90 percent surcharge on the state
income tax with a series of
spending cuts to offset a
projected $528 million deficit by the June 30 end of the

current fiscal year.
There was speculation
Democrats did not have
the number of votes they
wanted to pass the tax
package, but Hinig said
that was not the case.
"I've got a rules committee meeting," said Riffe,
D-New Boston.
He apparently was
jostled as reporters tried to
question him.
"Wait a minute. Don't be
holding me up like that,"
Riffe said. "Who do you
think you are on this floor?
You heard what I said."
"And don't ever bump up
against me like that," he
said.
Hinig's finance panel approved the bill late Tuesday after two hearings.
Expected approval by
the House today would
send the measure to the
Senate, also controlled by
Democrats, but by only a
17-16 margin.

SEND YOUR VALENTINE
A "HEART SHAPED"
PIZZA!!
You can order any size
pizza in heart shape
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"There are no arrests.
We're still investigating
it," he added.
Since the strike began,
the patrol has counted 122
shooting incidents, 22 injuries, 60 arrests and 468
trucks damaged.
Meanwhile, the head of a
group of independent
truckers in Licking County
said truckers are planning
a "truckcade" protest
drive to Columbus this afternoon.
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Something i<> look lnio!
C,ltctric Kainbow
.] JBHLt
i 171

31H Conant St.
1,

I?*

ff/aumte, Kjliio

Our Newer, Larger, and Only Location

lirinii iu
' wall decor . jewelry, posters, antiques, candles •
jinsense, original art, neon, soft sculpture, cardsjj
[silver unicorn fragrance sticks
world famous electric rainbow herbal tea.

Juniors

Everything Reducec

OEDIPUS IN WONDERLAND
IS NOT A GREEK TRAGEDY

)

OEDIPUS IN WONDERLAND IS A
SHOW THAT CONCERNS SEX, LOVE,
FRIENDSHIP, PARENTS, RELIGION,
DEATH....
lT~SOUNDS LIKE ITS ^

\ABOUT ME. J

7~

call (313) 261-LSAT
classes held in

Ann Arbor
Dearborn
East Lansing

Toledo
Troy

^.^.iaiiii...

v*wm
Tonight - 8:00pm

'Unfaithfully
Yours'
FREE - Gish

Fri/SalFet) 11/12
7 00&°30-210MSC
S1 50 wilh B3SU O

28% off glrii spring outerwear,
reg. $31 -$38 sole 24.4e-30.40

25V. off novelty T-shirts. S.M.L.
rag. $14424, sol. 10.50-11.00

24% off denim jeans. 32-38, rog.
$25452. sale IS.7S4V.00

28% off Infont/todcHor taring
jockets, rag. $12. teU 9.40
20% off girls 7-14 Lee denim
leant, reg $22 sole 17.40

20% off Chic 5 pocket western
jeans, rog. $31, sale 24.10

WARNING: CERTAIN PORTIONS
OF OEDIPUS IN WONDERLAND
MAY BE CONSIDERED OFFENSIVE.
VIEWER DISCREETION IS ADVISED.

The BG News Music Survey
The BG News is proud to announce the beginning of regular coverage of popular music.
We'll be featuring up to date record reviews, concert reviews, artist profiles and
interviews, including today's Biggest artists and tomorrow's trendsetters. Most importantly, we'll be giving attention to different styles of music, from mainstream rock 'n'
roll, to new wave, jazz, reggae, and more.
To help us get to know your musical tastes, please fill out the poll below and send it
through campus mail or drop it by 106 University Hall, care of Fats Miller. Results will be
printed in an upcoming issue of BG News. Let your opinions be heard!

Favorite artists/bands

Top albums of 1982

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5
Favorite current songs
Age
,
1.
Sex: M F
2.
Residence:
3.
On Campus Off Campus
4.
Hometown:
5.
You enjoy listening to the following styles of music
(Please check) :
_rock_new wave_iazz_sou._reggae_count17_class.caI
Average number of concerts you attend per semester j
Average number of records you buy per month
Radio stations you listen to
Music publications you read.
Do you enjoy hearing music by new artists?
Yes
No
Sometimes
Do you prefer listening to older, more familiar records?
Yes
No
Sometimes
Comments:
Thanks for your help. Please send through campus mail or drop by
106 University Hall, care of Fats Miller.

Accessories
Diamond! tot In UK

50% off

Juniors (0133/89/635/265/119/121/
224/605/220/115/215/245/638/214/217).

Pendants. Sovoral sizes,
reg. $1004325,
tale $50-142.50

Coats, Dresses

20% off girls 4-14 tleepweor, rag.
$9 $17, tale 7.20-13.40
30% off telected coordinated bedding, rag. $13440. 9.10-28.00
25% off boy* 4-20 knit top*.
reg $10-515. tale 7.50-11.25

Selected activewear. famous
makers, rog. $ 15-540, tole$12-$30

Famous maker coat clearance,
orig. $65 $225. now $4»-$14»

MAIN AUDITORIUM
8 PM

Women's World (D139/124).

20% off Sasson ond Jordache
Joans, rog. $30-542. 24.00-33.t0

BGSU THEATRE PRESENTS
OEDIPUS IN WONDERLAND
FEB 3-5 AND 9-12

Open 4pm
203 N. MAIN
JERY352^168

for further information

25% off shortsleeve thlrti. 38-44.
reg. $16 $20. sale$12-$15

25% off all dresses. Many stylos,
reg. $28-578 21.00-58.50

For reservations call 372-2719

Seminars now forming for
January 29th GMAT
February 19th LSAT

Children's

20% off novelty topi. 5-13,
S.M.L, rog. $15448, II2-M.40

Cotton sheeting ond twill joont,
reg. $24 sole Sll

3 PM Matinee on Feb. 12

LSAT
GMAT

Women's World

Save up to 50%
11-6, Mon. thru Sat.
11-8 on Thursdays
Mastercard-Visa-Layawav

All orders sent to
a different address
must be prepaid

lv.;.;.:;:j:.;.::::>;.X.:.;l;!;.i.:.>;.:.:L|.::i;.:.:.W7

Three days to save throughout the store! Winter fashions
to wear now. And spring fashions for the weeks ahead,
on sale this weekend only!

28% off all boy* 4-20 octiveweor.
rag. $5-|18, solo 3.75-13.40
Soya 8-20 denim and corduroy jeans,
orig $16423, tele 6.80-13.40
20% off boya 8-20 lightweight
jackets, rag. $25-$40, $20432
Gir11/ Infant./Toddler. (0184/41 /4S/
37/43/60). 8oyt (072/74/477/58).

20% off all pierced earrings.
reg. $5-$15 tale $4-$12
20% off fashion chains and necklaces, rag. $5 $25 sale S4-S2S
8. Young leather handbags,
reg. $49. sole $38

Men's

28% off Baronet small leather
goods, rag. $7422. 5.25-16.50
Misses, petit* dresses

25%-60% off
Fall and winter styles,
mony colors. Sizes 6-16,
orig. $44-5200. 22.99499

25% off Schildkraut purse accessories, reg. $15-528. 11.25-521
Etra tuit beg. Top zip.
orig. $39, sale $19
20% off ladles silk ties. reg.
$9 513. tale 7.20-10,40
20% off all ladies' belts, reg.
$6 525. tale 4.80-$20

Coatt (D55/70/I69), Drettet (0252/185/
138/150/135/57/134).

Young Collector
Stripped novelty T-.hlrtt, 100%
cotton, reg. $20. sole SIS

Mlssas dressy blou tot

20% off selected sunglasses,
rag. $12416. sale 9.40-12.80

25% off slocks and skirts. 6-16,
rag. $26429.19.S0-2I.7S
25% off skirts. Famous makers,
6-16. reg. $22, sale $16
Young Collector (0666/667/661 /643).

Westport

20% off
Bask and fashion styles.
sizes S.M.I, rag. 12.50-13.00,
tale 510-10.40

Dressy blouses in polyester,
orig. $20 $30, sale$15-$20

Selected coordinate!

30% off

Russ, Fire Islander, Cos Cob.
Polyester knits and wovens.
orig. S24-S54.14.80-37.88

Wettport (0660/80/162).

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:45-9
Sat. 9:45-5:30
Sun. Noon to 5

Acrylic knit tportshlrts

sale 13.50
Reg. $18. Short-sleeve
styles in spring bright*.
Sizes S.M.I.XL.

Acceuorlet (0629/630/9/49/112/98/
54/621/40/6).

i0% off all body shapers. Beige,
white, reg. $5 $32, $4-25.40
28% off panties in nylon or cot
ton, reg. 4/$10. sale 4/$8
20% off thermal underwear, reg.
2.40-7.00. 1.92-5.40

20% off all man's gloves, rag.
$12442, tele 9.40-33.40
Winter slacks by Hoggar. Faroh,
more. orig. $28432, now $14
Coats end fackets. many styles,
orig. $C04IS9. sole $494*4
WIBIBX' itrfpov a4jnp_r$}fs)-, 100%
polyester, rag. S25-S73, $12439
28% off oil robes and pa|amat.
rag. $19436. 15.20-38.40
28% off all Gold Toe hosiery,
rag. 3.50-5.00. 2.80-4.00

Sleepwear

20% off
Additional 30% off woven tops,
reg. 11.50-25.00. 8.05-17.50

28% off Pierre Cardln ties, 100%
polyester, rag. $14. sola I8.S8

All nylon leotards

Intimate
25% off active sportswear. Mony
Stylos, reg. $15-5-61. 11.25-45.75

sale 16.80
Reg. $21. Solid buttondown. l4'/>-17. 32-35.
Rooster solid knit ties.
rag. $10. sale7.Se

20% off metal and rimless sunglasses, reg. $12, sale 9.40

25% off
Crepe-de-chine, georgette.
Solids, patterns, 6-16,
reg. $19428.14.2S-S2I

Pique GoH Sportshlrts

Knit gowns and shirts, baby
doll pajamas, jr. stylet,
rag. $l3-$37, 10.48-29.68

Already reduced warm robes.
Famous names, rag. $25-$60,
18.75-534
20% off selected Vanity Fair
daywear, rag. 8.0O-$20. 4.40-16.08
20% off Whimskw doywear. rag.
10 00-20.00, tele 8.00-14.80
28% off selected bras/bikinis,
rag. 7.00-14.00, tote S.48-11.20
Intimate (D26/7/288/122/237/44/155).

Men'. (08/31/27/69/113/102/
413/111/10$).

Young Men's
I In woven ond knit
styles, reg. $10428. 58-22.40
10% •w linen teporatet, r»g.
$284480. sole 22.40-44.00
Young Men's (D104/183).

macys
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A 'microcosm' town

Springfield party
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio
(AP) - Newsweek magazine spent two years finding a city its editors
considered a microcosm of
American cities and another year reporting the
views of its citizens on the
world in which they live.
The dry, Springfield,
and its citizens will be featured in Newsweek's 50th
anniversary edition, due
for release Feb. 20.
Sunday night, Newsweek
Publisher Katherine Graham, Editor-in-Oiief William Broyles and 30 of its
other executives and correspondents will host a
"thank-you" party for
about 250 local residents.
Guests will include five
families who hosted a team
of magazine reporters and
photographers and cooperated in helping them report
for the special edition.
Invitations to the dinner
party state:
"We want to celebrate
the forthcoming publication of our special 50th
anniversary issue, "The
Amercian Dream,' but
more importantly we want
to honor and thank those
who made it possible, the
city of Springfield and the
five families who opened
not only their homes but
their lives to Newsweek."

years of American history
through the eyes of Springfield citizens and in particular the five families who
worked closest with the
news reporting team. It
will be devoted to the
changes in America during
the past half-century as
seen through the eyes of
the families.
Uies will be guests of honor
at the dinner party, which
will be held at Clark Technical College. Community
leaders andother residents
who provided information
for tile edition will also
have a role in the festivities.
"We felt it would be a
way to say thank you and
have a little celebration at
the same time," said Tony
Fuller, the correspondent
who coordinated the anniversary edition and its focus on Springfield.
Mrs. Graham is chairwoman of the Washington
Post Co., which owns
Newsweek.
He said he will have a
few surprises to announce
Sunday evening to help
keep the program lively.
Newsweek held another
anniversary celebration at
the Lincoln Center in New
York City Monday night.

mality. But we want it to
be fun, too... I hope there's
going to be some wit about
ft."
About 1,600 celebrities,
many of whom have been
pictured on Newsweek covers during the years, were
treated to cocktails, dinner
and a show. Guests at that
e included First Lady
j Reagan, former
President Jimmy Carter,
actress Mary Tyler Moore,
the Rev. Jerry Falwell and
former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger.
Fuller said program
plans were still taking
shape early this week but
spokesmen for the city
would be asked to address
the party.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Requiring eye exams before renewing drivers' licenses may be the only
way to eliminate motorists
with poor eyesight driving
on Ohio roads, a House
panel was told yesterday.
Rep. Francine Panehal,
D-Cleveland, sought support from the Highways
and Highway Safety Committee for her bill, in which
vision tests would be required every eight years.
A similar bill before the
committee, sponsored by
Rep. Arthur Bowers, I>
Steubenville, would require motorists to pass the
examinations every four

years.

"It doesn't matter to me
if it's four years or eight
Sears as long as this situaon is taken care of," Panehal said.
Citing "a burgeoning
Eof senior citizens in
ular," she said famind it difficult to convince elderly relatives
with vision problems to
give up driving.
"I really think an eye
exam would be the only
legal way to take people off
the road who shouldn't be
driving any more," Panehal said.
Both bills would apply to
all drivers, regardless of

BOWERS Introduced a
vision testing bill after a
Florida traffic accident
two years ago in which
three children were killed.
He said the elderly driver
had been renewing his
Ohio driver's license because he couldn't pass the
eye exam required by
Florida.
But Bowers said that bill
died because of the same
cost and logistical problems that confront the pending legislation.
First-year expenses for
the program nave been
estimated at $750,000, to be

financed with an increase
of up to three dollars in the
fees for a driver's license.
Location of the testing
machines is another problem. Motorists in many
cases would have to visit
not only a deputy registrar's office but a driver's
examination station to
complete the renewal process.
"We're all going to get a
certain amount of flak if
this passes because it's
another tax, a user's tax,"
Bowers said.
He said attempts would
be made to reduce the
costs of the program so the
fee increase could be lim-

ited to two dollars. That
would amount to 50 cents
annually if the exams were
required every four years.
"If it wasn't going to cost
them anything, we
wouldn't have any trouble
with the bill at all; it'd
fly," Bowers said.
An unexpected benefit of
the measure was outlined
by the Ohio Society to Prevent Blindness. Victor
Woods, the group's vice
president, told the committee that the examination
program could uncover vision problems and eye disease at an earlier and
treatable stage.

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY OF
LIVING UNITS FROM APARTMENTS TO
HOUSES, SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE

WFAL BUTTONS NITE OUT
THURSDAY FEB 10

FREE
BOYNE MOUNTAIIV
SKI TRIP GIVEAWAY
BUSES LEAVE
UNION
8:30,9:30, 10:30
CONTESTS
BALLOON DROP
PRIZES

709 S. MAIN

age.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

The Springfield Symphony Orchestra will provide music for the
program, and Newsweek
willhave an exhibit of photographs made during the
year-long project on display for the guests.

Kirk's Coin Laundry
has

Open 24 Hours
7 Days a Week

Bill may require vision tests

"We don't want the program to be all Newsweek,"
Fuller said.

THE SPECIAL edition of
Fuller said the party will
the magazine will tell 50 have "a certain air of for-

L-A—R—G—E
WASHERS

Weed out risky drivers

SEE US FOR YOUR 1983-1984
HOUSING NEEDS
TALK TO OUR SATISFIED TENANTS
ABOUT OUR DEPENDABILITY!
DEPENDABLE
SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE YOU CAN
COUNT ON.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

319 E. Wooster
(0mCE CL0SE TO CAMPUS)
OFFICE HOURS
CALL ANYTIME
MON-FRI8:3(W:30
354-2260 or 352-6553

AY TO A
Imagine time-traveling
from the era of the dinosaurs
to the age of the stars.
Discovering the secrets of a
Mayan pyramid. Dining
beneath the Eiffel Tower.
Spiraling through the
universe inside an 18-story
sphere.
Now, imagine doing it all
in one place: Walt Disney
World Epcot Center.
Wherever your spring
break takes you in
Florida, you'll be just
a step away from
the wonder all
the world is
talking about.

In Future World, you'll
discover the technologies of tomorrow, and
encounter such won
ders as information
screens controlled
with a touch, amazing

A single-day admission to
this new world of wonder is
only $15, and a three-day
World Passport — allowing
admission to both Epcot
Center and the Magic
Kingdom — is just $35.
This year make your visit to
Florida more than a break.
Make it a break away from.
the world of today.
And an adventure into the
dreams of tomorrow

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

theatres that move,
and the largest 3-dimensional film ever
produced.
In World Showcase,
you'll travel through the
cultures of nine nations in
detailed recreations of
the world's great cities, landmarks, and landscapes. You'll
sip ale in an English pub.
Watch the secrets of China
unfold in a film which surrounds you. Sample incomparable Fettuccine in the dining
rooms of Alfredo's the Original
of Rome.
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BG out-lasted by UT
hot hands in 86-79
shootout at Toledo
by Jo« Maazar
sporu reporter

TOLEDO - On most nights in MidAmerican Conference basketball action, Bowling Green Is better than its
opponent. Last night, the Falcons
weren't
Using a highly efficient offense,
patented "Nichols" defense and a
morale boost from 8,011 screaming
Centennial Hall fans, the Toledo
Rockets dealt BG an 86-79 loss.
Meanwhile, at Kent State's Memorial Gym in Kent, Ohio University
was overcoming a 14-point halftime
deficit to record a 73-71 victory that
propelled OU into a first place tie in
the MAC with the Falcons. Both BG
and OU now have 9-2 conference
marks, while Toledo improved its
MAC record to 5-6. The Falcons are
144 overall, while the Rockets are 119.
THE WIN WAS UT's fifth straight
over the Falcons in Centennial Hall.
BG coach John Weinert has not defeated the Rockets there since the
1977-78 season, his second at BG.
Overall, Weinert's teams are now 1-6
in Centennial Hall.
MAC Standing*
Team
Bowikio Green

OhtoU.
Miami
Kent St.
Be«St
Toledo
N.

mmou

W
9
9
7
6
6
6

L
2
2
4
5
6
0

6

e

C. Michigan
E.Michigan
W. Michigan

3
8
3
8
2
g
Wedneeday' ■ Reaulta
Ball St 72. E. Mlchlga IN
Miami 72, W. Mlchlga Id
N. Illinois M, C. Michigan 86
Ohio U. 73, Kent St 71
Toledo IS, Bowling Green 70

"As a team, they (Toledo) played
very well; it was really a great team
effort for them," Weinert said after
last night's loss. "I'm proud that our
kids didn't give up. They battled to the
wire, but the better team won tonight.
' "We came into the game tonight
giving up an average of just 57 (actually 62.8) points per game, so I'd have
to say our defense was probably a
little suspect. A lot of the credit for
that has to go to Toledo, though,
because they executed so well on
offense."
BG out-rebounded the Rockets, 3230, but that was largely because UT
rarely bad to crash the offensive
boards. When a team shoots nearly 68
percent from the field for the game,
there just aren't many offensive rebounds to get.
IN THE second half, when the
game was on the line, the Rockets
were uncanny in their ability to put
the ball in the hoop. Led by Tim
Reiser, who had 17 of his 23 points in
the final half, UT shot 75 percent.
For the game, Reiser hit 9-of-U
field goal attempts and 5-of-6 from the
free throw line. Ken Epperson was
UT's main horse in the first half,
when he pumped in 16 of his 20 points.
All of UT's starters - the only Rocket
players who shot from the field in the
game - hit more than 50 percent of
their field goal attempts.
Epperson finished 10-of-13 from the

floor; Mitch Adamek was 7-for-10;
John Green was 6-for-ll; and Jay
Gast was 4-for-8. Epperson finished
with 22 points, Green had 16, and
Adamek added 14.
"They really took it to us," BG's
Bill Faine said. "They played a damn
good game. They were confident, they
took us out of our offense, and they
took it right to us when they were on
offense. We played hard, but they
played better tonight."
BOTH FAINE and BG's Colin Irish
agreed that UT's performance was
the best any team has put together
against the Falcons since the MAC
season began in January.
Still, the Falcons did not die easily.
Two big three-point plays by UT's
Green down the stretch were instrumental in putting BG away, but even
in the final moments it was a team
effort by the Rockets that resolved the
outcome.
With BG hanging tough and trailing
5943, Green recorded the first of his
three-point plays with 9:27 to go.
Though that gave the Rockets a 62-63
advantage, the Falcons clawed back
to within 64-59 on two baskets by Irish
and one by David Jenkins between a
Reiser bucket.
Reiser then hit a difficult baseline
Jumper to make It 66-59 UT, and when
the Falcons failed to score on their
next possession, Green went to work
again
THIS TIME, Green drove the
lane for a layup - and Faine was
whistled for a questionable blocking
foul. Green's subsequent free throw
gave UT its first double digit lead at
6949 with 6:49 remaining.
"I thought it was charging; the
official thought it was a blocking foul.
I'm sure the official called what he
thought he saw," Faine said. "Besides, the officiating wasn't what decided the game."
The Falcons still did not give in,
and Keith Taylor's 18-foot jumper
with 6:05 left cut the UT lead to six at
6943. Then, after both teams went
scoreless for over a minute, Epperson
hit all four of his second half points
within l:24JgJack the_Bflck«ts%Jead
backto 10at7343.
Reiser and Adamek then hit unanswered baskets to give the Rockets
their biggest lead of the game, 7743,
with 2:46 to play. Adamek's rousing
dunk - his third such bucket of the
game - brought the Centennial Hall
crowd to its feet.
THE FALCONS, on the other hand,
went scoreless for 3:32 down the
stretch. Following Taylor's basket.
BG did not score again until David
Greer drove the lane for a layup with
2:33 to go.
Though the Falcons put on a furious
rally in the final two minutes to draw
within 84-79, the game was over.
"It was a well-played game by both
teams. Neither team was going to
give it away," UT coach Bobby Nichols said.

Bowling Green's Colin Irish shoots over Toledo center Mitch Adamek (31) aa UT'a Ken Epperson looks on In laat nlght'a 8679 loaa to the Rockets, In Toledo.

UT earns the win over BG in a game that
defines the word "rivalry" to the fullest

BOWLING OMEN 79
Jenkim. 120— 24; Irish, 94—18: Faine, 12—4; Greer. 9-4—22; Taylor, 44—11;
Jackson, 0-0—0; Abendroth. 0-0—0; Waddell, 0-0—0. TOTAIS: 35-9—79.
TOLEDO S6
Epperaon. 10-2—22; Green. 6-4—16; Adamek, 7-0—14; Reiser, 9-5—23; Gast. 41—9; Borchert, 0-0—0: Lang*, 0-2—2.
TOTALS: 36-14—86.

Surgery temporarily benches
Cleveland manager Ferraro
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleveland
Indians Manager Mike Ferraro underwent three hours of surgery to
remove his left kidney yesterday at a
Ft Lauderdale, FLa. hospital, a
spokesman for the American League
baseball team said.
A hospital spokeswoman said no
immediate report on Ferraro's postsurgery condition was available.
Doctors at Holy Cross Hospital in
Ft. Lauderdale discovered a ---nail
tumor on the kidney in tests completed Tuesday.
The kidney removed in the operation had a small tumor, and doctors
i awaiting a pathology report to

determine if it was cancerous.
"There wasn't anything there that
they were not expecting," Indians
spokesman Pete Spudich said. "Visually, the doctors said everything
looked OK."
THE SURGERY was performed at
Holy Cross by Dr. Paul Toed, who
estimated Ferraro would be hospitalized for seven days.
Ferraro. 38, who was first base
coach for the New York Yankees last
year, was hired by the Indians to
replace Dave Garcia. Garda's contract was not renewed at the end of
the 1982 season.

Falcon heed coach John Weinert displays hla
disappointment In Bowling Green's defeat by
Toledo, laat night at UT.

University Village
WE STILL HAVE APARTMENTS FOR NEXT YEAR!
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid for.
Tenant pays electric only
$620 ea./semester
OFFICE HOURS
PHONE
Mon-Fn 9-5
352-0164 •Summer rates available
Sat 9-12
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S.

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor
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TOLEDO - When a team shoots
68 per cent from the field, they are
not going to. lose too many ball
games.
That was the case, last night at
Centennial Hall in Toledo, as the
UT Rockets bumped off the MidAmerican Conference front-running Bowling Green Falcons, 86-79.
To many BG fans it may have
seemed that the game was poorly
officiated. It may nave seemed like
nothing was going right for the
Falcons. Wrong.
BG shot a respectable 48 per cent
from the field and 75 per cent from
the foul line. They outrebounded
UT 32 to 30.
That last statistic is misleading
however. Toledo did not have too
many offensive rebounds in the
game - because they did not miss
too many shots.
There were no sour apples either from the BG players or their
coach John Weinert. "You can't
say we played a bad game," Weinert said, "it is just that Toledo
played very well - give them the
credit."
THE ROCKETS, from the onset,
were the superior team on this
particular night. They came out
with fire in their eyes and took the
game to BG. They did not have
much to lose. It was, to them, the
championship game in the MAC.
And their fans acted in accord with
that ideal.
"They sure did have the homecourt advantage," BG's David Jenkins, who led the Falcons with 24
points, said. "Their crowd and
their players were fired up for us they were ready. It was a
championship game to them. It
(the crowd) did not really effect us
that much. They just played real
tough."
The fans (all 9,011 of them) were
a little bit hostile and what one
would call "redneck" at times.
Yet, the intensity of the UT-BG
rivalry can bring out the best or
worse in fans - depending on whose
side your on. Regardless, last
night's confrontation was an exam-

THE STUDENT RECREATION CENTER

STUDENT PROGRAM BOARD
INVITES YOU TO BECOME INVOLVED
IN PLANNING SPECIAL EVENTS, TOURNAMENTS
AND PUBLICITY AT THE SRC.

MEETING IN THE L.I.F.E. ROOM

MONDAY FEBRUARY 14, 6:00 p.m.
COME JOIN THE FUN AND TAKE PART IN

THE SPB of the SRC!!!

ple of the rivalry at its finest.
The game was a physical, Big
Tan-type basketball game. The officials let the players play. They
were not whistle-nappy. And that is
probably a good thing for the fans.
I was fascinated (as always)
with the personality of the fans in
rivalries such as this. Some of their
comments... interesting. Some of
their actions... incredible.
THE FAN in me enjoyed this
game. At the beginning of the game

\IN WALT'S WORDS
by Keith Walther
Sports Editor

I found myself fighting to keep
from cheering for the Falcons. Yet,
as the game wore on, I began to
enjoy the game for what it really
was - the showcase rivalry in the
conference.
On both teams the players' eyes
told the tale.
Frustration. That was in the eyes
of the BG players. They hung tough
the whole game. Colin Irish, Jenkins, and David Greer (who had a
career high 22 points in the game)
played 39, 40, and 40 minutes a
piece. They had to be tired at the
end of the game. Yet they kept
fighting; chasing UT all over the
court as the Rockets began to
freeze the game away.
The eyes of the UT players told a
different story. It seemed as if they
had a mission. They set out do do
something and they were not denied of it. To that, anyone has to give
credit to.
Everything the word "rivalry"
conjures up in a person's mind was
present last night. Intensity, nervousness, emotion and talent. The
UT-BG rivalry has it all.

Be his
Valentine

MIN|-

MALL
BEAUTY
SALON

J .
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CLASSIFIEDS

rptpp are 40- par snp II M iplpleiaav SOLD TYPf so- POP per ad
ApproVMMy 2ft to 30 appcea par In*
CAaSPUSrOTr EVENTSlaangetopnor>«rea. puUcMapctMSpsMS bpnndOHU
Irpp and pi raevlar ralpa eerpartpr
nipnfcp tor pi laPnge p 2 dpyp betora puoacaaon M 4 00 pip. f ndpy «4pn <w Pip*"
IHKHIMI

CAMPUS/CITY IVINTS
Fet, 10. IM3
Buy a KM or • Suckar on Thurad^ pi
UnMrally Hal SponaorM by Rpc
CM) Rpmpmbpr Vplpntmp s Day a
SSTIOSI hare'i
CtakeaQpy Union Mastaigs pvpry
Tnuradey at SIS pm n Rptrpous
Ed Rm pi si Thomaa Morp Churoti
Thai Wppp'i topic la Oay Legal
WgWa «j yypKompi
Trip HailK Council tor saeppNonpl chWran MM bp aatHng eelertBnpp day HUPPH on Fpb 8-10 in
Itia tarum ol Utter. Hal. Price-Si .00.
Oefcpnt on t off omasa Sat Fab.
It
Thopp epapcM pa
FALL IN) OWOfTATrON LEADYou muol sign up lor tratnng
Boo by Friday. Fab 11 in 405
aurtam Servicee BuMng
• • • ATTPnXIPl MANA(lfMfWT
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO OET
YOUR PICTURE IN THE KEY. MEET
M UMVERSITY HALL AT 5:30 ON
FER. 10 ON THE FRONT INDOOR
STEPS. FOR MORE INFO. CALL KIM
tlTWse

k IN IrakarsDy He*.

JonMlncomp Tsx Service
S15-1040A. oc SHIPS Local
133 1040. A SB. ad) S crpdlts inc
Slalp ft Local
tSO-Farma. nc SaH 1 Local ,
Ph 352-1438 or 354-1507
Hrs 7 am-9 pm
7 days a wpefc
Located at Boat Western 1450 E
Wooplpr Ore «18
Ran CuHom Bum
CLASSY WOOD BAR TO ENHANCE
ONE'S APARTMeNT. BLULT TO SUIT
YOU' CALL NOW AT 364-1431
IFREE ESmiATES) '
Nppd aomp typing donp? II do your
typing arali only 38 houra notKP
TSVpsgs CU DpobtP 353-4436
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
CormOpntlei. personal care
Special MM BGSU students
Convergent apportmenls
1IM1U
Mumprs nstsaed-tow pa $19 95
Wei meet or boot any wntten estimate Don't pay morsIM Cal 3541278 lor FREE eawnpN! BG Mutflpr
Center 11055 Bowing Green Rd
TUCKER TYPINO
Coesgavte business, personal
Nancy 352-0809
5th Year - Ful ome service
Professional Typng
Thesis Drssertatlons
352 0835

LOST AND FOUND
CAR KEY FOUND PI vicinity ol Ok)
Fm Row CPIPOM cal Barb at BG
Mows 22601 toldetitpy
FOUND
BLACK LAB
PUPPY
FOUND ON FM. FEB 4th NEAR 8tn
and HIGH STREET
PROBABLY
AROUND 3-4 MONTHS OLD
PLEASE CALL Leak 352-7117 or
Cnrtatopnor 352-3885
FOUND LADSES INITIAL BROACH
MONDAY IN MSC
CALL KURT 2-5142
Whoever found the gold «OH nmp>
waicn on ihp sinews* ol Offennauer
Wa»l on Thuraday 1-28 (pm.)
PLEASE cal 372-3038. as* lor An
drpp. or cal 352-5724
LOST ALPINE BOOKBAG
WITH NAME REWARD
372-8418
Found
Bapkplbpl In Anderson
Arena Thuro. after mprmurara Claim
3542034

SWEETHEART PARTY
MONDAY, FES 14
LIVE MUSIC BY "INSIGNIA
FLOWERS FOR LADIES
CUPIO COCKTAILS
KISSING BOOTH
LOTS MORE-NO COVERI
MAM ST -352-3703
AARON ISPAZI
The rest ol Ihp iMrpome foursome
salute youl Look out Canada Bucky
rua prlH never be the semen
ATO Independent bssketbal tesm.
Congrfllutations on your victory Monday Night Keep up the good work
The brothers
Block Swamp Magarlna la looking
tor writers, photographers, graphic
artists and sales represempllvps.
Contact Editor Linda Perpz vis the
BSM mellboa at the School ol Journalism. 101 Unlvpralt, Hall, or call

352-4455
ROCW-LOU
KNOCK EM DEAD AT MICHIGAN
THIS WEEKEND" I KNOW YOU CAN
00 IT"
LOVE, JO

SERVICES OFFERED
TAXES TAXES TAXES
Ropier Tax s Accounting. Son/Co
Short lorm $8 00. long lorm
$15 and up Professional
preperalion and reasonable rales
1007 N Mam. BG 352-4340
Want to mcraaae your Wardrobe' For
cal 352-3882

BUTTONS
BUTTONS
TONITE FEB. 10
WFAL BUTTONS WTE OUT!
BUSES AT UNION
8:30. 9 30. 10:30
FREE SKI TRIP GIVEAWAY
TO BOYNE MOUNTAIN

BUY A RAFFLE TICKET FROM A
FINANCE CLUB MEMBER! FOR
JUST $1 00 youl hpvp the charted
to win three prizes 'pdeemable for
orocenM at any Kroger Store m the
nation Don't rrsaa this chance for free
OTOMnM.

Florida Feng Beer Meet .
Fpb. t». N. E. Osflitti
We. s tats te Ftotdsl
FRESH DONUTS DELIVERED
EVERY MORNMQ AT
THE OETAWAY
382-4102

Happy Me. H0N-E-CAI

R.O.S.U. SALES CLUB MEETING
Thus, Fob 10. 1983
Orao SuM |Ur»onl 7 00

Hope H'a ss special M you ere I
Haeo s greet Ilst-Lop-ys CP
Heppy Hour-Holdpy Inn
Everyday, si oay MTV
Every Nkjht. Al Nkjht

Ofrpctor olMarkebng
Al are welcome to pnond'

Hey CN Omsga's-Who s staying in
tonight to study? C'Mon get Wo ItLETS RAISE OUR HOUSE O PA

CARNATION SALE sponsored by Pin
Upston Omlcron St 00 each Sold in
Unlvprslty Hal in Fab II'

Jpd: Thanks for Ml Thursday II was
reefy greet Let's get together some

■no span Seen

HOT DOGS
COMMUTER CENTER
11 00-1:00
■ 66 M., 3 lor 1 50.

Laura MOiOxigxPtusatlons on being
Isl runner-up in the MM BGSU
schtsrshfp pegent We were behind
you M Hip way UL your ADPI

CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY WEEK
AT UPTOWN/DOWN TOWN
LOWENBRAU SPECIALS ALL
WEEK.
CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY WEEK
AT UPTOWN—DOWNTOWN
LET IT BE LOWENBRAU

Laurs Mick: You're srom Amherst.
you're en ADPI A now., you're first
lunnpr upln MM BGSU Whet more
could you ask lor? We love youl Your
Amhsrsl ADPi sisters

Chneene (Petermanl
violets are
baas. Roses are red. we remember
the day your lath was first dead
Happy Anniversary'
Seiceiety K Cslfty

Lars lust SM what you got PI Kapp
Hoopslers ' The B teems on s rrjl and
A rs limp lo get back on He winning
track. Good luck on your bid lor the
chamfjlorwintp.

CLOSE TH FWSCHS SOUTH
KIRK S COIN LAUNDRY
709 S MAjN

LT Pauls. Just s reminder lo 1st you
know how psyched I am lo have you
lor my Hue Happy Valentine's Day'
XI love. Tanya.

to the Board ol Trustees
Meeting Friday, Feb. 11 St 10 P.m..
McFall Center Assembly Room to
SUPPORT LEGAL SERVICESI
COM

MARGO SHEARS. Gel psyched lor s
FANTASTIC weekend! We've got a
lot ol plans lo luKB and a lot of
coupons to rodoom! Love, your ooconsppator. Kan P S. Maybe youl
dacovar II he reply has hoi nuts!

Congrstulelons to Ray Farley and
Kbit Kahler on their PM Pel enaagement. Best prlshps From the
Brothers.

Mary Hoberts-I know Who's Who'
Ccngratusstlons' Sorry BUS la so knout you know me. Love. Tanya. P.S
Have fun hitting the atopM with Doug

Congratulations Tami on getting In the
top 10 hnstets in MM BGSU We
were behind you si the way' With
love. Your sateis of Alpha Xi Pasta.

MswrteM.
Top date party was s groat time to lot
si ol us know' Congratulations on
your tpvatertng to Be Lova. Your AX
ssHsrs
Ma) Ant Manor Apes 2 bdrm Unfum
S300Ajp. Great summer rales too.
1030-3:00 Sun thru Thus Cal
352-4380 3-7 Mon thru Frl 352
7381

Congratulations are in order to UasBefen. Chi Omega sater of the week
It's nice to know we have someone to
turn to who's such a good ksleneri
Connors won't DP oonned. Vote
Kevin Connors lor ACGFA Feb. IS
tor Fair and Equal Funding. A man
with eaportonCQ
^_^^^^^
Cords and Owen Congratulations on
your Dolt-Chl- O Paining The Dells

Nicole, Happy l«lh! You're Hnerly
ipgaM Now you can slop being Upa
wtth blue eyes. I hope that you've
pnjoypd your presents and surprtsss Whal can you buy the gtrf
with everything? You're a good
sister and Mend. Hope your birthday was special • You ere! Love.
Use.

Dave We heard about your engegement to Linda; too bed it's too
Isle to "Warner"" Best WishM. F K
HIT.
OOP OFF LAUNDRY SERVICE
AVAILABLE AT THE WASH HOUSE
260 N MAW

Our Psuj Men Bub and SI
Two days ten and lots to do Forms! Is
Saturday and you are going with Phi
Mu's Love. Janse a Amy.

ENon Qerdner and Judy Market -You
did a great fob aa the Miss BGSU
Ppgssrrts's Corresponding Secretory and Contestant Coordinator.
Love, Your D2 Slaters.

SHARP WOOD BARS BUILT
YOU DICTATE SIZE
154-1431

SWEETHEART PARTY
MONDAY, FEB 14
LIVE MUSIC BY "INSIGNIA"
FLOWERS FOR LADIES
CUPID COCKTAILS
KISSING SOOTH
LOTS MORE-NO COVERI
MAIN ST.-352-3703

Spring Breaking in Washington. DC
with UCF's Travel/Study Seminar on
"Refcgion and Art" combines sightseeing and learning
Intormetlon
meeting Thurs . Fab. 17. 4 30pm
st UCF. 313 Thurson, or csj 352.
7634.
Hey Alpha Phi.
Secret Senior Sprae #11
We love youl

OET YOUR VALENTINE SOMETHING RED AT JEANS N' THINGS.
531 RIDGE ST.

Thanks to Kethy Mbtpr and al tie
Dan Zeta sassrs who helped out
with Ihp pageant Llallail on Sal.

Stop pi tor our free brochure of
■amain and prtoss tor the 83-84
school year Newtove Msrspaemsnt
33B S. MeH 8L 362-6820.

The brothers ol PI Kappa PN would
Bus to ccrtgrptutate outgoing senior
BB wooste on hndmg a Bb aa
l\odu«lon Accountant lor Marathon
Oil Best wtphee Brother Woo' we
know you wR bs s huge sucoees!

Oeeiiteen 1 bedroom apt. with windoers. Across from the Csuel
Theetre 134 N Main Contact Mary
M 382-8181 Aveaabte Mar. 1 or
April CALL!

HOLD HIM PLAN CLASSES
PART-TIME SALES POSITION
EXCELLENT COMMIIIION AND
TRAININa AVAJLAilE IIMM1

FOR SALE

1 Bdrm Fum Apt Oulet Private
Avel Now 363-3856.

AMC HORNET 1971 WTTH AM7FM
RADIO QOOO CONDITION BEST
OFFER PHONE 364-2004 AFTER
7:00 PM. WEEKDAYS, ANYTIME
WEEKENDS

Now Renting: 1 bdrm . F -U spts. 2
bdrm F . gas heal, tensnt peys'stsc .
Ipundry fad svsl Al rsetdents
grsnted rxlveadge of s membership lo
the CH6RRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
PrsTsrred Properties Co 835 High
St Rental Offica 352-9378

The brothers of PN Gamma Delta are
looking forward to tonights warm up
wan «ip AXO's snd Bvs Pm Pars

836 4th St. 12 unit bukkng. 2
odrms. 1 i;2bpths. pi im Incl
except ease. Gas heal. S648 par
menth 362-5239 belore 6.

The Fill's extend the. grstttuds to
Ihp TKE'a end Phi Mu's for last wppks
ksel

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS
PROreSSSONALLY DONE
362-4017

For Sale: Sanyo car stereos
Irk/speakers. Make offer 363-2681

TO ALL THE UMVERSTTY MEN. A
SELECT GROUP OF WOMEN ARE
SEARCHING FOR THE BEST
LOOKNG MEN ON CAMPUS F
YOU'VE GOT THE LOOKS WATCH
OUT-YOU COULD BE THE NEXT
"SIR MONTH" FOR THE 19831984 MEN OF BGSU CALENDAR
HERE'S LOOKING AT YOUl THE
BOY SCOUTS"
TRY THE GETAWAY FOR A
QUICK LUNCHI

What's wrong girte? Have s Mead

Haart-ehappd red setm pstows. 3
suap Any message embroidered
free AJeoironkey sock doiwrth red
heart PVPP snd red pompoms 3627988 nsssorvaMe W ship.

T-8hir1 pcrppnlng
II year net getting your shfrta tram
JEANS N' THINGS
Your're probably paying Ho much!!
Jeens N' TWrpja
Ml Ridop 8L
WE WANT YOUl BUT ITS NOT
UNCLE SAM, ITS THE
"BOY
SCOUTS". WE, THE SELECT
WOMEN OF BOWLING GREEN ARE
WATCHING EVERY OORM AND
BUILDING TO FIND THE RIGHT
TYPE OF GUY8 TO APPEAR IN THE
MEN OF BGSU 1983-1984 CALENDAR SO BE PREPARED' HERE'S
LOOKJNG AT YOUl THE
BOY
SCOUTS"
SWEETHEART PARTY
MONDAY, FEB. 14
LIVE MUSIC BY 'INSIGNIA''
FLOWERS FOR LADIES
CUPIO COCKTAILS
KISSING BOOTH
LOTS MOM-NO COVERI
MAIN ST. 162-1701
Hot Dogs
Commuter Center
11:00-1:00
66 es or 3 for 1 60
Bowling Groan SUNBATHERS'
SPRWGBREAK FLORIDA trip lo FT
Lauderdsle or KEY WEST 8 beech
days. 7 nights lodging, in fine hotels
"on the strip . plus nightly psrtkM
Horn $125 Oat 800-368-2006
TOLL FREE' Ask lor Annpllp Go with
friends or organLre s smsl group snd
sunOetnp tor FREE!
FREE T—SHIRT
To anyone who enters the MDA
Superdsnca. Fab 25-28 Recruitment ends soon. Sign up al this
weak Union Foyer, Kohl Desk, or
phone 372-2839
PAMT Mill RRMON DAYTONA
BEACH SPRMQ BREAK TRIP S10S-0 MAN ROOM, »115-4 MAN
ROOM. CALL MKE AT 162-0112
FOR MORE INFO. WHY PAY MORE
FORLESRt
RACKET STRMGMG FOR TENNIS
OR RACOUETBALL $8 50
LOCKER ROOM 109 N Mam
352-7197
Send your valentine beacons
Ths Baloonmen
352-8081

Velentlnes Dey? Wp» send her one!
Otemond Productions proudly presenls: EXOTIC MALE OANCERS
Your chetoe M a isislil "Vaassv
ttoM Day" retp. Call M—F belore
7:00 pm. til 7-010* pafc tor John.
After 7:00 p.m. 1I2-20M aak tor
PhU Dtamond Productions: S-TRtPPERS WHO WILL STEAL YOUR
rsTJVRT AWAYI
$241 20 Weekly Peychecks (Fufy
guprsnteed) working at the comfort
and security ol your own home. No
experience Al sges Paychecks futy
guaranteed cornplele detsws end
sppscstion form sent on request.
Sand s self-addressed, stomped en
velopa to BEZET. PO Box 3814
li«snslleld. OH 44907
CAP OFF YOUR SORORITY RUSH
WITH A SPECIAL EVENT. DIAMOND
PRODUCTIONS: "Wr«ER£ YOUR
FANTASIES COME AUVEI"

WANTED
COMMISSION SALESMAN
TO SEU RECORD t TAPES ON
CAMPUS 1-472-3752
Aflst 5 00 Bob
Rrwto. needed tor 6 bdrm. house Spr.
8em 319F»oSt 1-287-3341

HEt» WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/year
round. Europe. S Ampr Austreaa.
Asia
Al Fields
$50051200
monthly
Sightseeing. Free Into
Write UC Box 62 OH 3 Corona Del
Mer, CA 92625
Work-Study: Night Guard. 7 officecssflcal positions decoeator. slock
room ssssstant, graphic consuksnl.
photo Isb sssalpn! BkHogy Isb sssl,
RTVF shadar. 1 a TechnKal Assartant
Regular Students Slsgp Technician.
Floor Hockey officials. Technical Ass
Photogrspsr. vldeogrspher. Physics
$ Economics Tutors snd s Orsftsper-

aon.
Please stop by 460 student services
btdg. If you quelly tor any of these

BS*
CRUSE SHIP JOBS! $14-S28.000
Gombeen. Hawsn World Cal for
GukW. Dtactory. Newskltter 1-916722-1111 Ext Bearing Green
Interested in helping others whip
studying or watching TV?
Escorts are needed
DISPATCHERS
WALKERS
DFIVERS
CONTACT ESCORT SERVICE al the
Commuter Canter 2-0360

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983
2*3 bdrm Houses. 1 « 2 bdrm spts*.
ElSxastlCtos. tool Cal 362-4285
Houee-Apta -Furn
rooms. PRIVATELY OWNED Aval sum snd
Ml 8 or 12 mo kaase 353 3655

Radto Shack TRSSO pocket prograinabtp computer $ printer $300
value tor S1S0 Recorder t Tapes
saw svsl lot just 150 686-8722
5 PIECE WHITE LUOWKJ DRUM SET
TAMA HARDWARE Q.C MOO

isa-ms
Brand nsw engpgement ring Grpat
tor St Vs Day Must sal $276 or
best offer 372-6216
Sony TC-830 Reel to Reel recorder,
amp. and speakers Cheep. 3721244
1977 Aspen 8 cyt. auto . AC. NICE
CAR. Beat offer. 364-1940 after
5 30pm
NORTHFACE SURVIVAL GOOSEDOWN COAT/HOOD. 1 YH OLD.
BEST OFFER 352-6112
IMPERIAL" ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR WITH HARD CARRYING CASE
WILL SACRIFICE, CALL 352-6112
•77 Arrow Asking $400
Work Cal 362-0800

Needs

1975 BUCK OPEL
GOOD COND BOOK VALUE $1350
ASKING $1000 352 4680
days. 655-3131 evw. a weekends
1973 Nova Looks rough but runs
$100 or bast offer 352-2414.

FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR RENT
May 9-Aug 19 2 bdrm furnaihed Easl
Court SI. Nsw campus 352-7656
Avsl armed'! 2 bdrm apt $225/mo
4 uM0e.N0 pets, deposit please

Semllumlehed 352-4265
FREE months rent on our tuty furnished studio spstlinsiila' Completely quiet end private Plenty of
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom
Ws wrfte our assess to fit your needs
Good location Ctoao to restaurants
sndstorps CHARING CROSS APTS.
1017 $- Main 81. lH-Oeap.
Now renting tor 83-84 school year
Houses snd apartments Boggs Real
Estate 352-9457. 352-3841. 354-

1120
Houu lor rent. 1983 84 school
year 616 E Read St 4 bdrms..
modem kitchen, dlehwsshsr, close to
campus. $S50/month,
cal Alee 372 4900
New snlciencies near stodxim complete with color TV Al utRMs paid'
$960/ssmesler 1 parson.
SSOO'ssmester 2 people 352-1520
tor spot, to sse model

CAMPUS MANOR Now renting for
Summer end Fsl school year
Specal Summer Rsles
Ph 362-9302 or 362-7386 eves
F 1 M students needed to t* spts
snd nouses now 362-7365
Smglp room for M student screes
from Rogers svsisbte now. 3527386.
CARTY RENTALS
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
83-'84 school year snd summer
renMs Alnssrcsmpus 352-7366
Now renting lor summer Two bedroom, turn apt Water, cable I v paid
tor AC. parking lot laundry Ipcatipp
$400 tor the summer $250 tof
shortatlarm Cal 352-7192
LUTHER APARTMENTS
733MANVHLE
2 BDRM '$225. 1 BDRM '$200
362-6167
2 bdrm fum apt for FM Semester
Fsrtaass. cal 362-8040 after 8pm.
Variety el houses end spts. tor
1N3-1U4 Call Npwtovs Manegement pt 36M020.
Furnished 3 bdrm house 3 people
83-84 202 Troup SI Shirty 352
5163 or 3520656
1 bdrm. bath, kitchen. Irving room,
water, cabst TV Included $200 mo
Vsspywood Apts Csl Newlovo Real
ly 362-6820
124 Sixth St. 2 Bdrm. lull, lum. apt
Rprrltng tor 1»83-«4. Call 152-5020
days: 153-49** anytime Also rpnlIng tor Stssaaer 1181. Cell 362-4016
VILLAGE GREEN
480 LEHMAN
2 BDRM/$250 352 2276
Lower 1/2 house lor 4 people 1/2
bit. from campus 5 rms.. bath & front
porch. 12 moo lease beginning June
11 $440/ mo 1 gas t water 3522276
Upper he* house tor 2 people 12
bk. from campus 4 rooms, bsth $
deck 12 mos kmse begmnaig June
14 $320'mo I etec S water 3522276.
I bdrm spl quiel location. 12 mo
362-2267
Grsd Stodem. 1 bdrm apt quiet
kxaeon. 12 mo ■ess storting sum
mer. 362-2267
I BDRM APT LOW UTl 180'MO .
NO LEASE DEPOSIT REQUIRED
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY' 1-3823110 10-5pm
1 Bdrm sot low ulil
$190mo no lease
deposit required
avsSsble mmedislery
I 382 3110 10 5 PM
llouoas end apts Close to campus
for the 1983-84 school year 1 -2673341

11 AM - 4 PM

Complete Servicelor Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

EVERYDAY

GIRLS LEVI CORDS

$1.50

BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD

America's
hottest new
actress. ED
At 7 30 > 9.40

^^tt

. H*»

ututivmuieain
si 1 MUI men
ttnun mnmi

ST. LEGS <& BAGGIES
,
REG. <>28. >n .\ *2 ).<».->

NOW Sl».<>5
JEANS V THINGS
.-).H RIDGE ST.

DID SHE... OR DIDNT"SHF.?
HOY SCHEIDER
MERYL STREEP
At 7301
9 15 PM

STILL OF
THE NIGHT

152

MIPNITE SHOW
FRIDAY THRU SATURDAY
ALL SEATS $1.SO

THUBS. THRU SATURDAY
ALL SEATS $1.00
AlSidgumomHigh
|On/v Ik* RuUf Q«r Busrad

ONE Of THE HOST
TALKED ABOUT THHH.LERS
EVER SHOWN ON THt
SCREEN'

'i-staiMh _r,,.j„„,,
*"-"-—'-*--K lli.4.^
1

'"Ursll.r. mj„ ot-kfH■•,'<>..i-lKn l.>.eWi

TAXI DRIVER

«i
£

"^

W rmes

p\T RIDGEMONTHIGrl

Attention BSN Class of 1983
Why wait to start your nursing career? The^Atr
Force has a special program for 1963 BSM"s.
If selected, you can enter Air Force active duty
soon after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards.
To apply, you must have an overall "B" average
and meet other basic officer entry requirements.
As a newly commissioned nurse, you'll
attend a five-month internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's an excellent way to prepare
for the wide range of stperiences you'll have
serving your country as an Air Force nurse
professional. Apply Now! Application deadline
is Feb. 18. For more Womvjbon, contact:
Jack McCord or Don Stask
7550 Lucerne Dr.. Suite 100
Middleburg His.. OH 44130
Call Collect (216) 522-4325

^
A .jreot way o* Mc

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
5
9
13
14
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
26
27
30
32
33
34
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
46
47
90

ACROSS
Horn sound
Spouse
Scans of "The
King and I
Double possessivt
Spanish province
Groundless
Things to get
down to
Pinky and Peggy
His, In Nantes
Numerical prelix
Splinters
British prisons
fktetes
BVcuse lor not
appearing In court
Worker on certain
chairs
Road sign
Upright post
Road sign
Parkway
Eastern name
Soccer slai
Nine: Prefix
Group ol devotees
Latin dance
Wilier Marsh
Valerie Harper l
roleetal.
Life • work
The)
People

52 Esters
54 Ocean: Abbr
55
.andsand
Duls
56 Engagement
symbol
59 Toy
62 Scot, lor one
63 Fourteen pounds
64 Kind ol book
65 Words ol
enlightenment
66 Initials In UN
67 Talk wildly
DOWN
1 Hairstyles
2 River Into the
Seine
3 Periods In
history
4 Letter writer's
letters
5 Supervisor ol
a kind
6 To no
7 Twitch
8 Brotherhood
members
9 Symbol ol wealth
10
fixes
11 On the qul vlve
12 Mass, In a Paris
Church

15 Not on an
even keel
18 Sober
23 Food fish
24 Rate bird
25 Shellfish
27 Literary Jane
28 Hill In
Jerusalem: Var.
29 Actoi Connery
31 "
was In
the beginning..."
Hawaiian
Island
33
35 Care lor
36 Gymnaat Korbul
37 Chick
42 Editor's maiks
con came
43
45 Obtain
46 Newsman Oan
47 Welsh dog
48 A.K.A.
49 Populai name
In Paris
51 Grassy spots
53 In
55 Virginia willow
56 Kind of tan
57 Spanish
murallst
60 Numerals, for
short
61 Mideast land:
Abbr.

Meadowview Court
Apartments
Opun Saturday 12 to 4
214 tapoton ROM] Bowling Grt»n, OH 352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•aH utilities included •gas heat 'laundry
facilities •drapes •carpet •party & oame
room •swimming, pool •sauna
$270-furn«hed $250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$285-furnished $265-unfurnished
plus lights

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnisned$200-unfurnish6d
aH utilities included seperate bedroom
rm ****** MMnym*

tat* tpt tafsjM *»

SM

PRE-LAW
SOCIETY
supports

STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICES
Show YOUR support
sign a petition TODAY!

